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Rioting beginS again in lran 
TEHRAN (AP). -  Crowds 
of Iranians houting hatred 
for the shah and his "Yankee 
imperialist" supporters 
rampaged through Tehran 
on Tuesday, setting fires, 
smashing windows and 
threatening Americans in 
what authorities called the 
worst disturbances in three 
months. 
Spokesmen for the anti- 
shah opposition said soldiers 
shot and killed five persons 
in Tehran, including a 10- 
year-old boy, and wounded Iran's vital oil flow dwindled centred near the closed 
15 others, two critically, further because of anti-shah Tehran University and in an 
Martial.law authorities strikes, and in Washing'ton area between the U.S. 
said only one person was the U.S. state department Embassy and the head- 
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killed in the capital and two 
elsewhere, including a 
wounded policeman dragged 
from his hospital bed and 
murdered by an anti-gov- 
ernment mob. 
A government spokesman 
reported political violence in 
five other cities as well. As 
the antigovernment cam- 
paign raged in the streets, 
said Iranian oil exports had quarters of the National 
ceased. Iranian Oil Co. , 
Efforts to form a new Iranian troops in five-ton, 
government of reconciliation ' Soviet-built trucks mounted 
continued with no progress with 50-calibre machine. 
reported, guns guarded the .embassy, 
The protesters gathered in which was attacked Sunday 
crowds of up to 1,000. Troops by antishah protesters. 
repeatedly fired over their The anti.American tone of 
heads but were unable to the movement to oust Shah 
stop the violence, which was Mohammad Reza Pahlavi 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
11 
20c 
has become increasingly 
visible in recent days. 
Demonstrators shouted 
"Death to the shah!" and 
"Yankee go home!" and 
plastered shop and bank 
windows with signs warning 
"Yankees leave by February 
or he killed." 
Some protesters and 
bystanders on the streets 
shouted threats at 
Americans and other 
foreigners. "You better get 
out of .here, Yankee," said 
L 
one youth as he scribbled 
slogans denouncing the shah 
on a telephone booth. "You 
are all agents of imperialism 
and we hate you." 
The opposition to the shah 
is both religious and 
political-orthodox Moslems 
who oppose his Western- 
style modernization f Iran, 
and students, leftists and 
ethers demanding an end to 
his authoritarian rule and 
government corruption. 
Informed sources aid the 
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oil workers' walkouts have Thousands of oil workers 
hurt production so deeply 
that service stations in 
Tehran might run out of 
gasoline and.kerosene within 
24 hours. Many lower-class 
Iranians'use kerosene for 
cooking and heating. 
One high-level government 
source said daily produc. 
tion-- normally six million 
barrels-- might fall to 
400,000 barrels today, about 
200,000 below Iran's own 
domestic energy needs. 
have heeded calls by 
Ayatullah Khomaini, leader 
of the Shiite Moslem sect and 
the shah's most influential 
opponent, o stop work in an 
attempt to paralyze the 
petroleum industry, Iran's 
major source of wealth. 
No progress was reported 
in behind-the-scenes fforts 
to form a consensus 
government. Sources report 
the shah has agreed to a 
reduction in his powers 
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ISRAELIS WILLING 
JERUSALEM (A) -- 
Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin said 
Tuesday that Israel is 
prepared to hold 
"clarification talks" on 
two snags till bloohing a 
peace treaty with Egypt. 
Following a meeting 
with his cabinet, he said 
his government will 
reconsider arrangements 
for Palestinian autonomy 
in I s rae l i -occup ied  
territory and Egyptian 
militarY deployment in 
the Sinai Peninsula. 
"We never closed any 
doors and we never will," 
he said in a speech to a Egypt's demand for an Reviewing other points 
public gathering after his automatic review after of dispute, Begin said: 
cabinet began a foreign five years, Begin said. "A --The treaty should 
policy review. "We are peace treaty is not signed stand on its own and not 
ready to conduct for five years or t0 years be dependent on the 
clarification talks on ... but forever." participation f Jordan or 
these issues." the Palestinians in a later 
But he said Israel will He did not go into series of talks. 
stand firm in its rejection details on a letter Egypt --Egypt's insistence on 
of what he called basic wants appended to the an explicit statement that 
issues proposed by Egypt treaty covering the au- its defence pacts with 
and supported by the tonomy question. The other Arab s~tes remain 
United States. prime minister has said .valid is "a strange de- 
before Israel would not mand.'" 
Although Israel will agree to the Egyptian- --The exchange of 
agree to re-examine the U.S. idea of a timetable or ' resident ambassadors 
article in a draft treaty 
out l in ing mi l i ta ry  
arrangements in the 
Sinai, it will not accept 
WEE KEND R I0  TS 
Turks under 
martial law 
ANKARA (AP) -- The violence was centred rubble in sections of the city in refrigrated trucks brought 
Parliament overwhelmingly in Maras, a city of 130,000 set aflame by mobs, local from neighboring cities. 
approved a government about 45 kilometres north of officials aid. Many persons Funeral ceremonies for 
target date fbr the " must not be linked to the declaration ofmartial law in the Syrian border. The city, were said to be missing, the  victims will not be 
election of a self- establishement of au- Turkey on Tuesday after a also known as Kahraman- allowed in order to prevent 
governing Palestinian tonomy in the Israeli- weekend of religious and maras, was described by About 170 wounded were further outbursts. The 
body: occupied Gaza Strin. political fighting that took at observers as a "devastated still in hospital, 210 homes fighting began last Friday 
least 97 lives, battlefield." and 70 shops were destroyed when rightists tried to 
Three days of strife in No fighting was reported, in the fighting and the bodies disrupt a funeral ceremony 
eastern Turkey left more but additional bodies might of the dead, most still for two slain teachers said to END OF AN ERA than t,000 wounded and be dug out from under the unidentified, were being kept be leftists, 
sections of the city of Maras making changes in smoking rubble. Lnl' "na SEX SLAYINGS 
from "enmity and hatred 
that had accumulated  over  dies by do ens t e years," said Interior BO 
TOKYO (APt - -  China's other, eulogy for the late vice- demandthat.a revolutionary associates, Mao's respon, Minister Irfan Ozaydinli, in Z 
Communist phrty, • premier Tao Chu, described leader be free of all short." ~ibility as the eountf'y's ~~" :~uesting approval of  the- . .... • .. " • .-...- ....... " : • . . . . . .  
dominated by the small but as being hounded to death Comings and errors," the leader was undeniable, martial decree. "We must .' 
intense figure of Teng Hsiso- and tortured by the radicals, committee said. The democratization of heal this wound." DES PLAINES, Ill. tAP) Chieago Friday and charged with killing Robert 
ping, has adopted a series of China--an event few would The government needs - Remains of four more Saturday, and authorities Pleat, 15, of Des Piaines, who 
democratic reforms and eco- All these vents took place Though no one said it, the have predicted l0 years assembly approval every bodies were discovered say' Gacy has told them he was reported missing Dee. 
notate measures that may not far from the vast mau- fact was that Mao, in the ago--is woven into Teng's two' months to maintain Tuesday at the Christmas. buriedtbebodiesof26youths 11. Police say Gacy told 
set a record for change in the soleum where Mao lies en- decade before his death in program to pull China out of martial aw. Only one vote, decorated brick house of a there, in addition to six them he threw Piest's body 
republic's 30-year history, shrined. But it was clear 1976, presided over one of the its age-old poverty and make out of 538, was east against man said to hdve confessed others tossed into a river, and the bodies of five other 
The party's central corn- :hal while his revolutionary most restricted and it a major power. The the move. to killing dozens of males. Some investigators tore youths into the Dos Plaincs 
mittee last week gave the 74- accompl i shments  are regimented societies on measures proposed a/'e so Local officials reported A totalofnine bodies now 
year-old senior vice-premier praised, the "great helm- earth. Art, culture, politics . far-reaching, and their that Tuesday's martial aw have been recovered at the out flooring and dug through River. 
a tremendous vote of con- smart" who would have been and individual freedom popularity with the country's decree in Ankara, Istanbul home of John Gacy, 36. In- a crawl space beneath the Excavation was 
fidence and enlarged his 85 the day after Christmas, suffered in a marked way. long-suffering millions so and 11provinces appeared to vestigators were rippingup home while technicians proceeding slowly because 
power by raising one of his has lost his aura of in- Though the committee great, it seems unlikely the have had a calming effect, floorboards earching for removed buckets of mud and invest igators  feared  
supporters to a vice- fallibility, blamed his widow, Chiang clock can ever be turned No reports of violence more bodies, spread it on the ground, becoming ill from breathing 
chairmanship while putting "It would not be Marxist o Ching, and her extremist back. reached the capital, looking for skeletal remains, sulfidethe methane,and otherhydrogengases re- 
three others into the ruling An estimated t,000 Turks The Chicago Tribune Others were sifting leased during the decom- 
~,~o.  h"erc- c o n t i n u e s  betweanrivalMoslemsects,have died this year in quoted police as saying and killing dozens through documents foundin position of human flesh. t rrorist attack  and fighti g has confessed to sexually Gacy's ho e seeking Gaey, twice divorced, had 
SKIERS five-day meeting, Dec. 18-22, the dominant rightist Sunnis of young men and boys. counter apossible defence of years, the last two alone. Re 
People'sqUite possibly will have m o r e i m p a c t  OnRpublicthe storYthanOf anythe FOUND for missing t r i o  orand minority leftist A leviS,pol i t ica lShi i tes.  Theovertones,fig ting haSand housebUriedFive skeletoos were foundon jus t the  grudSnorthwestOf t of trial.insanity when h e T e  suspect hasg°eSbeen°n paroledhad served a prison term i n l o w a  fOinSOdomY1971, and was 
other event since its estab- 
lishment in 1949. KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) - EDMONTON (CP) --Poor The three passengers some observers say the long- • standing religious rivalries 
Among them were moves --  Two persons caught in weather conditions ham- aboard the Cessna 185 have have been exploited by AGAINST HUSBAND 
to guarantee the in- an avalanchewhileskiing pered search, operations been identified as Chet political extremists. 
dependence of the judiciarY, were in satisfactory Tuesday for a light plane Talbot, 60, his wife Betty, 47, Local security foces were 
endow the national congress condition in hospital whieh disappearodSunday nd their son, Sheldon, 20, all unable to bring th,e weekend Rape charge laid 
with legislative powers it Tuesday. on a flight from Red Deer, of Indian Head, Sask. The of bloody sectarian fighting 
now lacks, free the govern- Steve Denroche, 23, and Alta., to Kamloops, B.C. pilot of the aircraft is  Art under control, so the leftist 
merit from party dictation, Clayton Allen, 16, both of 
halt government inter- Kelowna, were skiing an Major Vic Keating of the Head.Underw°od' also of Indian government of Premier 
ference in business en- isolated run on Big White Canadian Forces Rescue Co- Bulent Ecevit called in the SALEM, Ore. (AP) --  The mitred hitting his wife and Mrs. Rideout filed for 
terprises, subsidize urban Mountain that had been " ordination Centre said Captain Gordon Speirs military after an all-night physician who examined said he had tampered with divorce after the alleged 
consumer prices and grant closed because of slides search operations Tuesday said new areas were covered cabinet meeting. Greta Rideout after she her car so it wouldn't run on rape and is seeking custody 
hefty increases in the money when the avalanche were concentrated along the Tuesday by aircraft because The decree establishes allegedly was raped and the day he is charged with of their 2~year-old 
paid by the state to farmers occurred Stinday, a ski western end of the intended of bad weather in some military courts to try beaten by her husband raping her. daughter. 
for their crops, patrol spokesman said. flight route, sections along the search "crimes against he state," testified Tuesday that he DeteetiveDebraCleveland 
Denroche, who suffered route. The search has been relaxes legal restrictions on found physical sigris of said she interviewed Rideout He showed 
One of the most important torn ligaments inhis legs, Keating said an aircraft concentrated along the route searches of premises and forced intercourse, at the police station three 
persons, and allows Dr. Lewis Sayres of days after the alleged in- his present 
decreedbulent massan e dstrugglesto th of ur-the crutchesUSed treeas brancheshe struggl das areaflew oVersoutheastthe L eof LawilliamsHaChe plan.Underw°od filed in his flight detention of suspects for as Portland, who was working cident. She said she had not 
past, ending the campaign down to a ledge for help. Lake in northern B.C. where long as a week without in the emergency room at a mentioned the word rape RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) -- 
" bringing them to court. Salem hospital the night of until Rideout asked if it was Christmas surprises come in 
against the late defence The 4.5-kilometres trip a flare was sighted but found Speirs said civilian air- The decision was made Oct. 10, testified Tuesday at true in Oregon a man can be many wrappings but a man minister Lin Piao and the took six hours, nothing. He said RCMP 
radical"gang of four" and A ski patrol search officers were searching the craft from Kamioops, Red with reluctance by Eeevit, the rape trial of John charged with raping his wife. flying out of Raleigh- 
Deer and Calgary assisted who is known for hisstand in Rideout. She told the jury of four Durham Airport on 
inmOVingTeng'sthe23-yearC°UntrY drivef°rwardto Alle Party wasWaS rescuedSent OUteightand areahorsesOnandthesnowmobiles.ground with search.armed forces' aircraft in the favor of civil liberties and Rideout, 21, has pleaded men and eight women that Christmas Day apparently 
modernize indust ry ,  hours after the avalanche has been wary of military notgullty inwhat is believed Rideout said he hit his wife decided nowrappingwas the 
agriculture, defence and occurred. He suffered a The missing aircraft left He said there is' no involvement in the national to be the first U.S. criminal because "she deserved it" best surprise of all. Be 
science.technology, broken leg. Red Deer Sunday for possibility the search will be political scene, prosecution of a husband and that Mrs. Rideout, 23, stripped while on board an 
There can be no doubt hat Big White Mountain is Kamloops, en route to 108- called off in the forseeable Ecevit likened the violence charged with raping his wife. had struck him during past airplane. 
Teng was in the committee's about 56 kilometres Mile House Ranch in nor- future, to the "assault of enemy He is free on $5,000 bail. arguments. "The flight attendant was 
spotlight, despite his official northeast of this British thern B.C., and the search forces" and a "direct in- In ether testimony The detective was the 23rd pretty unnerved when she 
rank of third in the party Columbia community, began when it was overdue The search resumes this surrection against the Tuesday, a police officer prosecution witness called in came and told me," Capt. 
hierarchy. The central at Kamloops. morning, state." testified that Rideaut ad- the trial Donald Bennett said. 
committee cleared him of all 
past charges, including the 
twothneshe'fei lv ict imto d to cheering crowds 
deviationist."theradieais as a "right- Gandhi release 
His success in concluding a 
peace treaty with Japan and 
forging diplomatic ties with 
the United States were praised. NEW DELHI (AP) -- "prank" and should not be the legislative session and disturbances across lndia in The weck's most dramatic Gandhi said of the two young It was disclosed, mean- 
Finally Teng had the Former prime minister harshly punished, was released with which hundreds of persons episode was the hijacking of men. "It looks like a prank, while, that Desai's in- 
satisfaction of seeing the Indira Gandhi, cheered by The iower house of Parlia- Parliament's official ad- were injured, buses were a domestic jetliner with 132 Nobody was hurt. If they formation and broadcasting 
stigma of disgrace lifted hundreds of followers, merit voted Dec. 19 to expel journment Tuesday. burned, trains derailed, persons aboard. The wanted to harm anybody in minister, L.K. Advani, 
from the names of a handful emerged smiling from a the 6t-year-old opposition As her ear inched through government buildings at- hijackers, brandishing toy any way that would be a submitted his resignation i
of old revolutionaries and week's impr i sonment  leader and send her to jail a throng of 2,000 Gandhi tacked and more than 120,000 pistols and a cricket ball differ6nt hing." protest of the prime min- 
Ister of delivering the eulogy Tuesday and immediately for breach of privilege and supporters outside the Tihar persons were arrested, most "hand grenade," demanded She went on to deny that ister's reluctance to refer 
for one of them, the late absolved her supporters of contempt of Parliament. it jail here, they tossed volunteering for it, using a that Mrs. Gandhi be freed, her supporters were corruption charges against 
defence minister Peng Teh. blame for political violence found she had blocked a garlands of orange flowers civil.disobedience technique But they surrendered after responsible for the his son, Kan{ilal Desai, to the 
huai, purged by Mad Tse- that left 16 persons dead. parliamentary investigation and chanted, "One hundred perfected in India's truggle 12 hours. The pair identified widespread rioting, chief justice ef India. But 
tung in 1959. Mrs. Gandhi also told of her son Sanjay's au- monkeysandonetigress!"-- for independence from themselves as members of "1 don't think that our Par l iamentary  Affairs 
The new party vice- reporters that two young tomotive firm while prime contrast ing squabbling Britain. Many have since the Gandhi party's youth people indulged invlolence." Minister Ravindra Varma 
cimirmsnandmemherofthe menwho hijacked a jetliner minister in 1975. government leaders with beenfreed, but reports from wing. she said. "There are always told reporters Advant's 
politburo standing corn- and demanded her release She was ordered ira- Mrs. Gandhi. around the country said the "[ don't hink they deserve agents provocateurs, you colleagues persuaded him to 
mittee, Chert Ytm, made the from jail were guilty of a prisoned for the duration of Her arrest sparked protestswerecontinuing, a hard punishment," Mrs. knew." stay on. 
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Radica l  res urfaces 
CONAKRY, Guinea lAP) 
-- Stokely Carmichael, 
ending his 10th year of lying 
low in this West African 
socialist backwater, asserts 
i~e will surface again in a 
worldwide black revolution. 
The struggle of the 1960s 
was misguided and corrupt, 
says Carmichael, 37, who 
preached upheaval as a 
leading American black 
activist a decade ago. This 
time, he wants blacks to 
overthrow capitalist im- 
perialist systems 
everywhere. 
"The time is perfect," he 
said in a rare interview. 
"The old leaders have either 
been overwhelmed or killed 
by the FBI. Like they say" in 
baseball, the field is wi-i-i- 
ide open." 
Brandishing a copy of the 
Handbook of Revolutionary 
Warfare by the late Kwame 
Nkrumah, independence 
leader of Ghana, Carmichael 
says, "It's all in here." 
The book outlines a mix of 
education and violence to 
unite blacks in the All. 
African People's 
Revo lut ionary  Par ty  
(AAPRP). 
Carmichael said branches 
have been set up in the 
United States, the Caribbean 
and Europe, with leadership 
in Africa. But he would not 
discuss the strength or the 
organization of the party. 
"This is not yet the 
moment for mass mem- 
bership. We want people who 
are not going to run in the 
heat of the battle. We need 
people who are serious, who 
realize it is not a 10-minute 
hot fight but a struggle in 
one's lifetime. Once people 
realize how they are being 
exploited, we will have more 
foot soldiers than we need." 
Carmichael moved here in 
January 1969 after he was 
expelled from the United 
States. As chairman of the 
Student Non-Violent Co. 
ordinating Committee, .he 
was a leading advocate of 
Black Power. 
He spends half his time in 
this tumbledown capital city 
and half travelling around 
the world. He occasionally 
visits the United States but 
keeps a low profile while 
there. 
He has kept his American 
citizenship, but he also has a 
Guinean passport and 
belongs to the Guinean 
Democratic Party, which 
controls the five millior 
people in this one-party state 
with ironclad order. 
He answers his phone with 
the phrase that punctuates 
almost every conversation 
among Guineans--"Ready 
for the revolution" 
SAUSAGE PROTECTED 
CHICOPEE, Mass. (AP) 
-- The wor ld 's  biggest 
kielbasa, a type of sausage, 
is under elaborate security 
including an armored truck 
and around-theclock sur- 
veillance. The 170-pound 
seven.metre Polish delicacy 
was made for the kielbasa 
festival here. Last year's 
giant sausage was stolen 
after the fest iva l  
,NSO *HAM*R,CA I EFsl A war is a poss ib i l i ty  NEWS BRI  
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) Tuesday to 875 of the city's 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -- 
An envoy from the Vatican 
met Tuesday with foreign 
ministry officials in an effort 
to mediat,, a territorial 
dispute threatening to erupt 
into war between Argentina 
and Chile. 
Cardinal Antonio Samore, 
'73, .was scheduled to meet 
with officials in Chile later in 
the week. He is a former 
Vatican ambassador to 
Columbia and president of 
the Vatican's Commission 
' for Latin America. 
Pope John Paul II an- 
nounced last Friday he was 
sending the envoy to hear 
both sides to the century-old 
quarrel over tiny islands and 
related maritime rights at 
the tip of South America. 
The' initiative markeO the 
Vatican's first peacekeeping 
mission in. Latin America, 
most of .whose 320 million 
people are Roman Catholic 
and represent early half the 
world's Catholic population. 
The Argentlne-Chilean 
dispute has cost billions of 
dollars in arms purchases 
and mobilization of 
thousands of troops on beth 
sides of the Andes, promp- 
ting urgent calls for peace by 
U.S. President Carter and 
the Brazilian government, as
well as by the Pope. • 
Diplomats in the region 
believe an armed conflict 
might tempt Bolivia and 
Peru to attack Chile to 
recover territory lost in a 
war 100 years ago. U.S. 
diplomats fear such a con- 
flict would jeopardize 
Washington's ,efforts to 
impose safeguards on 
nuclear development in 
Brazil and Argentina. 
Chile has claimed sea and 
undersea rights in the 
Atlantic Ocean as a result of 
a 1977 British arbitration 
ruling awarding it three' 
islands--Pieton, Nueva and 
Lennox--long int)abited by 
Chilean shepherds. 
Argentina .rejected the. 
ruling last January in a 
move to defend its claim to a 
slice of Antarctica directly to 
the south and to sea rights 
suri'ounding the islands, 
which lie east of the Cape 
Horn meridian. That line 
divides the Atlantic and 
Pacific oceans and forms the 
two countries' border on 
'Argentine maps. The 
disputed sea is rich in fish 
resources and thought to 
contain oil desposits. 
Pope John Paul's initiative 
in the Argentina-Chile 
conflict shows a growing 
interest by the Vatican in 
South America. The pontiff 
announced last week that he 
would attend the third Latin 
American Bishops Confer- 
ence in Puebla, Mexico, 
N YeARS'DAY I=W 
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ERS STORES ONLY SM 
i .. . ', HEY, FRIENDS! . 
- -  Police and fire " officials 
began delivering layoff 
notices to half Cleveland's 
safety forces Tuesday a~ the 
besieged city continued to 
struggle with failing fi- 
nances. 
Mayor Dennis Kucinich 
has said that unless new 
loans are negotiated with 
local banks, he will lay off 
2,000 of the city's 10,000 
municipal employees Jan. 2. 
Safety Director James 
Barrett issued notices 
1,875 police officers and 450 
of its 1,002 firefighters. 
Delivery of the notices is to 
continue today. 
Police unions have 
threatened a court fight to 
block layoffs and the union 
representing sanitation 
workers has threatened a 
strike if the layoffs are 
implemented. 
John Lynch, spokesman 
for 15 city council members 
who met with the mayor 
Tuesday, said: "We all have 
one interest at heart. 
Trident trial speedy 
SEATTLE (AP) -- A in a federal office building 
federal court judge told the auditorium to accommods~e 
prosecution and defence the crowds of defendants.; 
Tuesday that he wants the The defendants are not ~- 
trial of 181 persons charged quired to attend the trial. 
with re-entering the Trident They face a maximum 
nuclear submarine base penalty of six months in jail 
wrapped up by. week's end. and a $500 fine. 
Fred Miller, a spokesman 
Eighty-eight of the defend, for Live Without Trident, la 
ants, 64 of whom are group opposed to the base 
representing themselves, and weapons system, an- 
showed up for the opening nonnced plans to distribu.te 
arguments, leaflets and set up in- 
i U.S. District Judge Donald formation stands throughout 
Voorhees is presiding over the downtown area during 
the trial, which is being held the trial. 
• SALISBURY (Reuter) -- 
Fifty-one persons were killed 
in the Rhudesian war during 
the three-day Christmas 
holiday, military 
headquarters announced 
Tuesday. 
A communique listed those 
killed between Christmas 
civilians, 27 black nationalist 
guerrillas and six guerrilla 
collaborators and recruits. 
One of the dead guerrillas 
had his hands blown off by a 
premature xplosion when 
be tried to blow up the main 
railway line between 
Eve and Boxing Day as two Rhodesia and South Africa 
white members of the  ~ '  the Limpopo River 
security forces, one 55.y~r-' border, thell communiqDe 
old white farmef; ~5 bl~c]~'"~atdr'. *'' ..... ~ " 
\ 
kot l,~ Women win 
~'~ '. i / ] I / I lK  ~, ,h . . . . . . . ,~ . . . . , . .~!  WASHINGTON (AP) -  hiring practices. 
~'  ~ ~ t  ' "~ x . ' ~ ~ b  " ~ - .  ~ V V M  ~ at  t l l~@@ O¢lV i l |~  One of the largest coal Department officials in- 
~[  ~ f ~ ~' companies in the United dicated similar settlements 
I States has settled a govern- may be forthcoming from 
• ' [ . [ . i ment job-bias complaint by other companies in an in- 
~ A ~ l ~  UP [ l iD  ~ dllk dllk dllk A n l id  O ~ d~k d lk  Inl ~ J ODDS.ENDS-MISMATCHED-DAMAGES [ agreeing to pay $370,000 to78 dustry overwhelmingly 
I t~P~V~- - -  TO t#~ ~ N U U ur  ~ U U '  women, the U.S. labor de. dominated by men. 
$1~i'l i  iflfl I T 0 I ~|~ ~l~ ~/1~ TO / Jd~ ~n~ Beds  Department officials said i t P a r t m e n t  said Tues ay. In sgn!ng., the t w o - y ~ r i  ' 
q • • • • ~ ~ ' I A m m .m~ ~ - -  i ' n n~ ~ I i = the l-roest s,,ch set agreement, me company am 
ur ' /u  . . . .  ~ . - " not admit o any acts of dis- ~ 1 ~  . tlement ever m the coal . . . . .  ~ ~"  ~"  n ~ '  ~ I . a i~ . . .  industr cnmmatmn or vnolat,ons of 
i on [ V E I l  . ~ ' l l  | I i l l . |  II U J _  ~•m•m I Y. federallaw • . . • - i The department said its • 
Chester f ie ld  Su i ts  Bedroom Suites Dining Room Suites ~ Id~ 70 U P P  ag, r.ee,me~ with. Con- But  under the settlement, 
• . , sofiaadonuoal Co., oasea in uonsotiuation agreed' to 
_m mm | • [ - -  . .  [ Pittsburgh, Pa ,  settles award back pay to women 
HP.~InV.M~InA , - , , . . . -& , , . , ,  APr, Dcenrlp~ [ I1 nn l l ; InP_o~ government charges that he who had sought underground 
. . . . .  / " " - - - - "  rU l l l l l ,  U l l ;  ~vvv~,~v- , - -  I m l~sm~siVVV firm violated .equal e m. jobs as miners between 1.972 
IP~ . . . . .  ' ~ a l l  ~ I I - -  . . . . .  pmyment opportunity rmes and 1976 in west Virginm, 
u r a n ~  • ~ t M ~  UP JP~ i • U f_  ~m~m [ ~ M ~  _UP in alleged discrimlnnt~'- Virginia and Tennessee. 
, ~ , , . -~V, -TO ~ q ' l , I  /0  u r r  . . , - ,w , . ,o  
, =" ) Fzreworks bomb 
d l  IO /A  ~r~cc  ~ t l O / .  ~ r ~  Lamps-ornamellts [ ~ 90 /gt  State police are contacting received Sunday and Mon- -'lri,p /ILl i, B l /  " IIJWWJW IU  ~'~ ~i~ Paintings-Plants-Etc. I ar..,ar... /U  more than. Z00 viol!rim of day. 
I ,d~ ~ J~o~#~l cletective fireworks, rooking 
[ [ - J~r-¢i  ~ ' /~ ,~ [ • . . for clues to the source of the The bulk of the injuries 
• explosives that cost some were reported in a five. Coffee & End Colour TVs Stereo I Radm Shack Kentueky andWest Virginia county area in eastern 
~'~ / / j residents their fingers and Kentucky, but West Virginia 
@_.~ ¢'~ A t l  up All items hands during the holiday authorities estimate at least ,Tao  w-Zs SAVEU; / . o  m s tock  w~kend'than IO0 persons ~hde°Z:~atPter:°n~)oltr~e~r alw°i l 
_,m Jr-,- mmm,m-=-  e .di  ~1 It d l k ~  i l  I1%1 ~ I It n I  / --~ ~ ~# ~=. - - . - -  were treated at eastern Kentucky also were injured. 
I q  / . rn  nnnnnn- -w-  n q~-I • m n nun  i t  II 'd m~n ii uu_  [ "1l ~ u#_  ~ l lB - - !  - I I Kentucky hospitals and Many were treated at 
, clnmcs for mjurtes they Kentucky hnsptals Lind: rl111a£ [ I I ,11 , I  juk!  ~ OI,P iO " / tO  IO u r r  . . . . .  . , , 
I Mew YEAR S EVE 
ki,;{u  PARTY ' v 
' - ~ ' ~  ' ' ..... ' "<~1 ,~Umited No=.ofTl=k=ts~t I 
. [~ J~I~[Z  _ 
I i l ao lo  W DISCOUNT I--  IG I IL! ,unda]bDeeemller ,I. 1578 . i " ! 
J'haek = ~, , .w~. . . " , °<7.s ,~ ; ;~~l l  I" t 31501tyCentre Kitima, t 
Box 70 Smithers VOJ2NO STORE B x70 S I PERSONALIZED ' ' AUTHORIZED DEALER 0 . "mthers VOJ 2NO " 
I ~llqk l l i l l  ~llli~i qldh~l~lll IAI ,lllldl,~l .ql, ql i I  ii .iml. I,_ ~ ~ . . . . . . .  
Service: 847-4459 Discount Warehouse APPROVED cREDIT Service: 847-4459 """'"~' ~-  
is Your chance to save on all .... 
iterns inboth~Srnithers s to rds~i :  :~.~ - 
Rhodes ian  Christmas 
now is in a foster home. 
Mrs: Gallison was found 
guilty Dec. 18 of killing her 
twoyear-old daughter, 
Jennifer. 
Her lawyer said she will 
appeal the conviction. 
Assistant District- 
Attorney Edward Gargiulo 
said Mrs. Gallison's husband 
Edward will go on trial next 
month for manslaughter, 
assault and neglect in 
connection with the death. 
It's inventory t ime and we'd 
rather sell it than count it. This 
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. 
(AP) -- A 22-ycar-old mother 
was sentenced toan 18-to 20- 
year prison term Tuesday 
for killing her tiny daughter, 
whose body was found in a 
trash can. 
Denise Gallison of 
Somerville was sentenced by 
Superior Court Judge Paul 
Garrity, who also sentenced 
her to a concurrent nine-to 
10-year sentence for assault 
and battery on her four-year. 
old son, Edward Jr., who 
Mother gets 20 years 
I 
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the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN® 
WHATL¢ WITH i BURNE[7 ~EM PURIN~ • :v NIJT~/ WE LOSE OI IR TO~ o: .HE. WE NEE. "O"R HAN"~. TH~ F,~.T, WHEN ~H~ ;i .,~, "~.  ~O~.
= ANPY ? • LASER CIRCUIT~ (~;OT !a 
• LOOK, WE ALL KNOW ~ gUT 
THAT PI~COS HAVE/WHERE DOES 
gE<:OME ELECTRONIC/ PARKER_ 
MULT I -MEP lA  XCONtE IN .~.  
I 
r YOLI NEEP A NEW P~T! WHO'D ] 
BE BFrTER AT ALL THE TECH- l 
".~PENCER F IGL IR~ HI F L~T ME ~11 
OUT A WAY TO LEAN ~11111111. TELL  T, ta  
ON ~;PIPER-hlAN, ~3J]BIJ~ BAE~ ' /~1: ; "  
~ '.- 
[ - /7; 
• tF 
51" 
TH 
HE 
A~ 
t 
HERE'S TO PETER "~ ANP " 
PARKER,EENtON P3! ~ WAIT'LL 
fOU'VE ~OT THE CHART- / YOU SEE 
BU~;TER-~ P~WNPAT/] THI~ 
~ l Z N t O  IN 
~]~L~ -.L~ ACTION, 
Pewter is a metal which 
looks something like silver 
and has been used as a less 
expensive substitute for 
silver or gold, It is a metal 
alloy composed of tin with 
cop[~er, lead, or antimony 
added. Usually the more 
tin in the alloy, the better 
the pewter. 
In the 1600's and 1700's 
P meople in Europe and 
eriea used pewter for 
tableware and many times 
copied more expensive 
silver or gold articles. 
Most articles made ol 
pewter are less ornate 
than silver or Ip)id mrtides. 
Collectors of antiques 
value articles made of 
pewter but modern pewter 
tableware is also being 
made consisting ofgoblets, 
serving dishes and other 
tableware. It is rather 
hard to keep looking good' 
and requires more care 
than silver. It tarnishes 
easily and scratches easily. 
We are the headqum'~rs 
for all your gift needs. See 
us whenever a bir*b~y or 
anniversary.', comes near! 
JEWELLERS LTD. 
632-2171 
216 City Centre Kitimat 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
WAIT /  Z ,~U~T "~AN(7  r r ' l l l l l l  
E;OT A OYNANtlTE .~ C::ONCERN5 ] l l l l i  
I~A~/W#/~= =. ../, ~o, ..~;PIpE'R-NtAN 
i~, ~(~UA~;HE~ A RIOT 
I~~\~{ AT THAT NEW PANCE 
I i ~ w ~ l ~  E; POT.' VERY 
] ~ , ~ . . ~ J f ~  WHAT ~'M 
£E, AT THE ~AMP/J~ ZAB... 
HAT " IT '~  A ~ :~'LL 
RE YOU ~URPRI~E,  ~THI~ E,.T 
~,  CAROL=:::! ~ 'B IT  L IKE 
ER ~. -~.---.~ ,~r  IT '~ NEVER 
":11 IPP~II~_EN PONE 
T ~. 
3z  
"IT CAN WORK THE L I~HT~,  
CONTROL THE SMOKE EFFECT~ 
ANP CHANGE RECOR(75 BY 
RENtOTE CONTROL! . , ~  
~ THAT'~ 
ALL .~ 
~ ~ ~ t " /  w .4 Y. NtOW THE 
ZATE~.., / ~ORRY, "~ 
~TH ERE ~ .G 
~J~(A-=;HORTWA' T
FOR--/WNHH.~ 
I E~ ' ]  
S row IT...~TUPIP! 1 
WE AIN'T THE WAITIN'J 
• 
9 
MILUON. 
GOLD 
NUMBERS. 
DECE/V~ER 22nd.  (~OLV(No.-d=ompo,~dl 
4049516 
1628461 
2356340 
48647~ 
7253059 
8121738 
4495050 
• ~ I :"  38~899a 
IL'?_ I'.'_ I=' ~b38~16 
Hold on to your ticket. It's also good for the Jan. 5th. and Feb. 2nd. Draws, 
offering an additional 12 prizes of one-million dollars. Loto Canada now 
offers 21 chances to be a millionaire. 
In the event of a discrepancy between the above list and the ol,ficial (:omputer print-out of randomly ,,elected prize winning numbers. 
the latter shall prevail. 
If you hold a winning number, follow the instrudions on the back of yore lickel. 
/ " \~/  
"Lights outl" 
] 
i J 
6 
t 
'tO 
and we have a honey 
o f  a deal for you... 
~~!:"i: ~I~~:.~ ~ 
You bet we will! when it comes to getting around in 
the snow, just take a look at these beauties. They've 
got the get up and go,, you need! , 
1978 FORD THUNDERBIRD 
V-8, Automatic, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control $7896 
1977 MUSTANG 
3 door V.9, 4 speed, T roof, stereo 
1977 BRONCO 
Explorer 4X4 V-8 auto. 
$5§96 
$6895 
1975 F250 SUPER i)AB 
V-8 Auto Tran. Canopy. S6495 
1974 FORD FIO0 PICKUP $3495 
302 V-8, Auto Trans, 
1972, DODGE VAN 
VS, Auto 
1977 CAPRI 3 DOOR 
V6, 4 Speed, Low Mileage 
$2396 
$5195 
1976 GRANADA 4 DOOR 
VS, Auto, P.S., P.B. S4795 
1973 TORIHO 
2 Door Sport Coupe, V8 auto, Radio $2696 
1973 DATSUN 610 
Station Wagon auto 
1972 FORD F250 PICKUP 
V8 auto trans. 
1977 18' SANGSTER 
$1395 
$2395 
i i 
$10,500 
166 N.P. Mercury inboard outboard. Easy load trailer. 
Toilet - Depth Sounder. ho-bec Radio. Like new condition 
i 
Terrace Totem Ford Sales Ltd. 
4631 Koith 635.4984 
J • ; 
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EDITORIAL 
Terrace is not a town for big.time criminals. 
.!•! What we get here are the scuzzy, petty crimes of 
i:::: the bored, the drunken and the dregs of society. 
: i  It is a pretty pitiful scene. 
There is, on the average, a couple of dozen 
assaults a month. You can watch them, if you 
wish, by simply picking out the right beer parlor 
and wandering in about closing time. When the 
: r isk of being cut off from the supply of the golden 
brew is no longer there, the resentments boil 
over into the street for a few, scuffling minutes. 
Perhaps a quarter of them end up in court. They 
are usually ragged, haphazard affairs. 
There wil l  also be the usual complement of 
breaking and entering. A last ditch attempt by 
the too lazy or wasted to make their booze money 
for the week. Of the dozen or more, possibly half 
of them wil l  end up as charges. 
: Fines and probation will be meted out to the 
: $:::::./..:!$ ~: 
:~: >.~.:. ~; : :  
$. 
~!! :~: 
#..• 
¢~:i:!: 
"Make sure you tip him well - -  he may be armed. '" 
%y;J 
~,':-:!::':~:!:.:! 
IN JAPAN 
Rice    'farms inf luential  
TOKYO (Router) -- Rice e~Seeond World War. Today want to encourage farmers 
farmers are important to Ja. "J~here are about five million to grow ether crops, and 
pun. They save the country farming households, there is a pilot plan to con- 
from importing one of its The average farm is little solidate the land into larger 
adults. Jail wi l l  be the judges only alternative, if staple foods. And their votes 
help to keep the ruling party !there~ are enough convictions or an em . . . .  • '.~. - m olnce. 
'berr&sslngly long string of charges. Juveniles Their farms are so small 
i just have more probation tacked onto the i r"on the narrow plain between 
. probation. It wil l  all be Ignored until they are old 
enough to face adult court. They may get a 
isurprise when face their first few fines. Usually, 
l i t  the paflerns continue, they'll face a jail sen- 
tence but once they've served their first the fear 
o f  that is gone. Jail wil l  only mean a chance to 
renew old acquaintances. 
Wilful ¢~,~ge always tops the list. The picture 
i!:painted ~ r a s e  is0f a child indulging in a 
' i ' l emper ,~~+,~'destPO~i l lg  ' his dish and 
throwing his food around. Mostly it is iust the 
beer bottle casually lobbed through a window. !t 
i s  an act of contempt. A fruitless gesture, 
frequently an unthinking one. 
The dope smokers are still with us. The police 
still arrest a dozen or more a month. It seems to 
be mostly almost by accident now. The charge 
should probably read "flagrant public use of 
mari juana" rather than possession. The fines 
about equal those of the minor liquor offences. 
We do have our rapes, those brutal intrusions. 
• We probably have a lot more than the one or two 
that are reported. Maybe that will change as the 
laws do. 
the mountains and the sea 
that they cannot hope to 
match the ultramodern 
effieiency of Japanese in- 
dustry. But this year's 
bumper harvest could mean 
a five-million-ton surplus in 
1979, close to half the 
country's annual needs. 
This is the estimate of 
agriculture ministry of. 
ficiais, who say that to keep 
the farmers in business the 
government pays out 41,017 
yen (about 210) for every 
ton. 
These payments to 
stabilize rice farmers' 
earnings account for about 
ene-sixth of the ministry's 
annual budget, but officials 
de not like to call them 
subsidies. 
Japanese farms, once 
much bigger, were broken 
up and the land was 
distributed to peasants in 
rnforms ponsored by the oc- 
cupying Americans after the 
bigger than a hectare (2.4 
acres). Farms in Europe are 
often 20 to 50 times as big. 
One reason the farmer is 
so protected here is that as a 
group of islands far removed 
from its allies, Japan makes 
a special point of being able 
to feed itself. 
Another is that farmers 
are voters, and constituency 
boundaries have not kept 
pace with the rapid move of 
the Japanese into the cities. 
A candidate who needs to 
poll i00,000' ~otes'in the ei~y 
might neeU'ooly'~,O00 in d 
rural con.~tituency, and 
sometimes farmers travel to 
the city to help a politician's 
campaign, says a senior 
member of the ruling Liberal 
Democratie Party (LDP). 
Such has been the party's 
hold on pint.war Japanese 
politics that it can afford to 
brush aside calls for new 
constituency boundaries by 
saying this would reduce the 
influence of the countryside 
and hasten the flight from 
the land. ,, 
LDP and agriculture 
ministry officials say they 
prices are so high in the 
coastal plain that few of 
them want to dispose of so 
valuable an asset. 
The concentration f land 
in the hands of a few bigger 
farmers would also be 
against the philosophy of the 
land reform, 
farms, year because their holdings 
But rice farming is so lucr- are so small. 
ative that farmers do not al- 
ways want to learn different The government's effo~'ta 
ways of farming, and land  to fo~er.,./,~,,domeailc 
agriculture, even though it 
may he Inefficient by outside 
standards, leads to pressure 
on Japan, especially from 
America, to make it easier 
for American farm produce 
to enter the country. 
and it encourages parttime 
farmers to let their holdings 
to others who live foll-thne 
off the •land. 
Japan, like West Ger- 
many-  another country 
with many small farms--has 
many people who work full- 
time in towns and part-time 
on the land. 
Also like West Germany, 
Japan's farms are highly 
mechanized because the 
government's upport oi 
agriculture has enabJe~ 
them to invest in modern 
equipment. But often it is 
used for only a few days a 
CONSUMER 
COMMENT 
Does UPC mean anything to you? 
No, it doesn't stand for Ukelele Players' 
Convention or even Underprivileged Consumers. 
UPC is the abbreviation for Universal Product 
Code. 
Still doesn't ring a bell? Well, you'veprobably 
been seeing it fair ly often in the supermarket. 
UPC Is that small patch of black lines with 
numbers underneath which appears on 
prepackaged grocery Items. 
The first five numbers and corresponding 
black lines identity the manufacturer; the 
second set of five digits Identifies the product-- 
its name, size, color, flavor, quality, grade and 
so on. Contrary to what many assume, the price 
is not included in the code. 
The code is being placed on products in an- 
ticipation of the adoption of a new computer 
operated system designed to speed up the lines at 
the checkout counter and eliminate much of the 
time stores spend on stock keeping and ordering 
supplies. 
The system would work this way: The coded 
package is passed over a scanner which reads 
the code and sends the product's name to tlie in- 
store computer, where it's matched with the 
price. This information is then displayed to the 
customer on a small screen at the cashlei-'s 
terminal and printed on the sales slip. 
The advantages for the customer include the 
faster checkouts mentioned above, and a more 
detailed sales slip. Instead of a list of prices 
where you have to guess which was the 89 cent 
item andwhich was 79 cents, your slip might look 
something like thls: 
Mi lk 2 Litres 1.16 
Peas I lb. .69 
Butter 1 lb. 1.34 
• Head lettuce .35 
Since the product will not have to be priced to 
enable the cashier to r ing it up, stores will 
e l lmi r ia te : the  cost of pricing thousands of in. 
dividual items daily. Instead, for the consumer's 
information, the price will be shown on the shelf 
beneath the item. 
Some consumers have expressed concern that 
shoppers may lose their sense of the cost of an 
item if the price is not marked on it. Possibly 
Since the Second World some solution can be worked out to remove this 
says one War. one major item in the concern. One suggestion is that customers be 
ministry official. Japanese diet. soya, has supplied with markers to mark prices on the 
The government pays-, played amuch smaller part .,; product themselves, as is. presently ,don~in  
versionfiXed'"'sm~iSof ~fOrpad~es, 0n~or r~B'in domesUCn~o~ impori~lfa~ina' ;~r~jt:in big "" disc°Oht'S't°Pes~*' ~ '  ""~ ~ "~ ~';~ x~ ~r" 
mandarin orchards to other quantities from America. It Although U PC markings are now appearing on 
crops which Japan imports, costs almost four times as many Items, introduction of the system in B.C. 
may be some time away. So far, only one store in 
the country (in Dorval, Quebec) has Installed the 
necessary equipment to read the coding. 
Supermarkets and consumer organizations are 
watching the situation there with considerable 
interest. 
much to produce here as to 
impart it. 
The area sown to wheat 
end barley, has also shrunk in 
line with past campaigns to 
grow enough rice. 
But the impending lut of 
this staple food will pass the 
government some problems, 
for i f is  expensive by world 
standards and it is of a .  
variety not readily exported 
in big quantities to other 
rice-eating countries. 
I I IIII 
THINK SMALL 
BY JIM_SMITH 
All in all, we don't have a criminal element 
here, just an anti-social one. The question is what 
are we going to do with them. For those who 
indulge in this kind of behavior the courts don't 
seem to be a deterrent. 
MA CHINE FRAUD 
I t 's  automatic crime now 
Most of them aren't too embarrassed at.get- VANCOUVER (CP) -- AI- 
ring their names in Jhe paper. And jail, it is only though Bank of Montreal 
spokesmen i sist that their 
an unpleasant inconvenience, lustabank automated tellers 
are foolproof, criminals are 
The answer is probably in prevention. Light starting to exploit the 
the places wherethe hangers out congregate and banking industry'a latest 
patrol and protect private property with foray into computerization. 
vigilance. Many of the streets in this town are too 
dark. The pubs are too large and overcrowded. 
Drunks, and it is the intoxicated who do a lot of 
the damage, are tolerated too much. • 
Make it less likely for the pefly criminal to do 
his handiwork, if you are aware of a problem 
area ask for beffer lighting and more police 
patrols. Don't lust sit behind locked doors and let 
the jungle close in around you. 
I I  
"Take • seat It'll be about two days." 
Fraudulent use of the 
actual machines is difficult, 
so criminals are hitting the 
most vulnerable point--the 
human element or, more 
prec ise ly ,  care less  
customers who leave their 
secret system access code 
number lying around. 
The automated tellers are 
computer  te rmina ls  
operated by a plastic card 
with a coded, magnetic strip 
and a personal identity 
number punched in by the 
customer, 
Lx)cated outside a bank, 
the terminals can be used 
around the clack to depo6it 
funds, transfer money 
between accounts and make 
daffy maximum withdrawals 
of $1o0. 
barry MacDonald, Bank of 
Montreal spokesman, says 
the code has never been 
broken, despite attempts by 
several rival banks. 
But a detective inthe city's 
fraud squad says this hasn't 
stopped criminals from 
stealing cards and obtaining 
the personal identity 
numbers. 
"People have trouble 
remembering numbers, so 
sometimes they write them 
down on a piece of paper and 
put it in their wallets," says 
Det. Robert Young. 
For example, he says, 
some will write. down a pe°ple even 
combination number 
to the office safe and stick it 
on the wall. 
In the United States, where 
automated tellers are more 
common, customer sm'veys 
in New York and Wisconsin 
show that more than half the 
customers keep the code 
numbers in their wallets or 
write them on the cards. 
MaeDonald says it is the 
bank's policy to reimburse 
A U.S. group set up to pro- 
mote electronic fund tran. 
.stars, the term used to en- 
compass a wide range of 
computerized banking 
schemes, estimates that 10 
per cent of that country's 
financial institutions provide 
or plan to provide a com- 
puterized service. 
Competing financial in- 
stitutions such as hanks and 
credit unions also hope to get 
a larger portion of each cus. 
tamer's business by 
CREDIT 
CRIME 
any customer whose account 
is robbed. But reports in U.S. 
publications indicate the 
customer rosy run into 
problems. 
--A Ohio bank refused to 
reimburse a woman who kst 
$t,350 after her card Wilt 
stolen. The bank c l n ~  
was negligent, 
--In Chicago, a w0wm'S 
card stolen in the mrJl was 
used to empty her ~ ac- 
count and create a $1,200 
overdraft. The bank told her 
of the overdraft a month 
later and it was another 
• month before she got her 
money back, 
--At a Georgia bank, the 
computer tape containing 
data on electronic with- 
drawals and deposits was 
destroyed. The bank had to 
depend on customer com- 
plaints to straighten out the 
mess.  
promoting the convenience 
of a single card. 
Although the rush towards 
such schemes is slowing 
_down, many major hanks in 
~urope, Japan, the United 
States and Canada are still 
developing systems. 
The Bank of Montreal 
began installing automated 
tellers two years ago and, 
now has 13 machines in the 
Vancouver area. The 
Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce has 10 cash dis. 
pensere, a simpler machine 
which gives out a maximum 
of $300 a customer, and 
American Express has a 
dispenser at Vancouver 
International Airport. 
because "they represent a
small•nnmber of the total 
number of places where cash 
is available." 
megal use 0t ordinary 
credit cards is the most 
wide-spread problem, he 
says. 
Large numbers of credit 
cards are delivered through 
the mail to old addresses. 
Some of the cards are in- 
tercepted in the mail by a 
dishonest person who may 
sell the card. 
It is common practice for 
criminals to fly across the 
continent with stolen credit 
cards and ring up huge bills 
before credit card agencies 
can publicize the theft, the 
dotective says. 
As far as Instabank cards 
are concerned, Mac.Donald 
says the personal identity 
number and the card are 
sent through the mails 
separately, making it more 
difficult for thefts. Citing 
security rcasonu, he refuses 
to discuss details but says 
there are several other 
safeguards which ensure 
that the system cannot be 
abused. 
For example, if a 
customer tries two wrong 
numbers the machine 
retains the card. Only one 
copy of the tapes recording 
the transactions is made and 
only one person in Van- 
couver has access to it. 
The bank spokesman says 
Young says thefts from the the only information tellers 
Bank of Montreal's • can learn about hese cards 
automated tellers are still a are the customer's name and 
relatively minor problem his Master Charge number. 
The Campus Round-Up 
They haven't started shoot- 
ing yet but Canada's universl. 
lies are caught up in u slam. 
bang intercollegiate battle 
nonetheless. And there may 
be some casualties - the lay 
payers' budgets, if nothing else 
- before the dust settles. 
These are not the best of 
times for the schools of higher 
education. Now that a univer. 
sift degree doesn't guarantee 
an interview let alone a job, 
students arc less than eager to 
lay out the best years of ill, Jr 
lives plus thousands of dollars 
to acquire u worthless piece of 
paper. (Knowledge for the sake 
of knowledge is a worthy oh- 
Jective but it doesn't put food 
on the table.) 
There's a strong dose of 
irony in the universities' pro. 
dicament. After all, the unJ- 
versifies produce the civil ser- 
vants who "plan" our national 
future, And one of those civil 
service "plans" brought about 
the horrendous overexpansion 
of facilities with which the 
schools are now saddled. But 
Irony, while amusing, doesn't 
help pay the bills - either the 
universities' or taxpayers'. 
Universities receive govern. 
ment grants on the basis of en. 
rolmenl, a system which en- 
courages chools to pull o,t 
all the stops in their recruit- 
ment campaigns. Laidy, unl- 
versifies and community col- 
leges have added ~phisticated 
advertising campaigns to their 
arsenals of recruiting weapons. 
At this ver). moment, post- 
secondary schnols from coast 
to coast are using films, radio 
and televiskm sommercials nd 
magazine ads to lure sludents 
just as Proctor & Gamble uses 
advertising to attract caslom. 
ers for the firm's seep s. 
The internecine warfare, 
fought vie the ed agencies, may 
be good news for broadcasters 
and publishers, but it's bad 
news for the taxpayer who 
winds up paying the shot. And 
the tactic penalizes those uni- 
versities that are most consel. 
callous with public funds end. 
use their grants for education 
rather than promotion. 
Unfortunately, the funding 
system guarantees recruiting 
abuses. And schools which 
must resort to selling them- 
selves like soup flakes are also 
prone to lowering their aca. 
demlc standards to hang on 
to the bodies they have recruit- 
ed. Academic'standards ere 
not purl of the governmenl:s 
funding system. 
The whole syslem is unfair 
to the responsible educators 
and to the taxpayers. Obvious- 
iy, a better method of fund- 
ing our universities and col- 
leges - a syslem which ensures 
efficiency in enrolment and 
maintains high academic stun. 
daeds- is needed immediately. 
But, until thai system can be 
devised, Ihe provincial govern- 
menls should order an imme- 
dlale halt to university recruit. 
ing techniques that Ira/give ad 
campaigns. With our high level 
of government deficits, Cans- 
diana would be grateful for 
ever)* cost-cutting efficiency 
the civil servants can offer. 
| 
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I-- S P 0 RT S 1 Atlanta de .^.~gke~s'. Miracle Falcons un rdo h, aid s , , , , . . . . o ,  (~)_  wouldnothelookingforone, justplayingbetter, or, e.themintom'ta ,.~..'we r coach' Leaman "I don't hink the Cowboys ~or us.to..oca.t ~. em, we ,~,, ~m..  
• • can t go into me nallgame in v .  ,.~ u.,~. , ,m,. , . . ,~¥ 
Be_nnett says ..his .mirac!e w'~ac]l~e ,oW~7~e~nn ~uJn ia  awe of them and we can't don't make any mistakes !t 
~.al~%U~da~'w°hen t U~er th?! "~Ig they're g%~ng'tu goove~ make a bunch of mistakes, If obviously will make,!t teugn with Ch rid Port er , J collide with defendingSu;Yr is what has happened on wet  play sound football and on us to beat them. 
Bowl champion Dallas film. 
• Cowboys in a National Foot- . "I'm sure they're going I hail League playoff game. rote this game very, very m • 
"I wouldn't concede that confident with the feeling m . . . .~  IDTmF I ! '  m 
we don't have a chance but that they're going to win. m i r'.fllVlllYX-£e, i 
THEY WERE LAST YEAR 
Rams not overconfident 
(; LONG BEACH, CaW. 
~ (AP)-- Coach Ray Malavasi 
of Lea Angeles Rams said 
Tuesday his club deserves tc 
he favored over Minnesota 
" Vikings in their National 
Football League playoff 
Sunday but won t be over. 
confident. 
?~ He said the Rams might 
~ have been too confident last 
year before losing to the 
'-" Vikings 14-7 in a similar 
~ playoff, also at the Los 
Angeles Coliseum. 
"We let down, no doubt 
b~ about it," the coach said. 
~h "That'd not going to happen 
• :.: this year." 
In 1977, the Minnesota club 
~':~ was operating without in. 
o.~ jured veteran quarterback 
c,' ~Fran Tarkenton and reserve 
Bob Lee had taken over. This 
time Tarkenton is back but 
Malavasi said Tarkenton 
isn't scrambling as much as 
* he did in previous years. 
"I don't hink he's as effec- 
tive as he was two or three 
years ago," Malavasi said. 
"lle's throwing out of the 
pocket more. But any time 
you go against an ex- 
perienced quarterback, you 
have problems. Turkenion 
has had more passes in- 
tercepted (32) this year in 
any other season, but 
probably only because ho's 
throwing more." 
Tarhenton led the NFL in 
pass attempts with 572, com- 
pleting 345, also tops in the 
league. 
Asked what he thought of 
being a one touchdown 
favorite over the NFC 
Central representative, 
,Malavssi said: "I think we 
are a better football team; 
how much I don't know.', 
The Rams, who won their 
sixth straight Western title, 
beat he Vikings this season 
34-17 at Minnesota during the 
', DENVER-PITTSBURGH 
regular season, but are 0-4 defensive tackle Larry 
against the Vikings in Brooks, recovering from a 
previous playoff games, knee injury. 
"I don't think whatever "He could play four 
has happened in the past will quarters or just lO minutes," 
make any difference on Melavosi said. 
Sunday," Malavasi said. 
"Our team felt it should The coach said he expects 
have won las t  year," fullback John Cappelietti, 
Mafavasi said of the unex- who missed some late- 
peered loss to the Vikings on sea~nn action, to be near 100 
a rainy afternoon at the per cent. 
Coliseum. "That will make 'rue Rams practiced last 
our veterans have more week although they had two 
concentration this time. We weeks before their opening 
don't blame the weather of playoff; and some players 
last year. We just did some complained because they 
things poorly." weren't getting paid for it. 
Asked how the Rams Malavasi said he was sur- 
might lose again to the prised by the complaints. 
Vikings, Malavasi an- "I told them to take it up 
swered: "Go out and make a with their bargaining unit in 
whole bunch of mistakes and the future because we follow 
nnt be ready to play. ltwon't the contract. I couldn't 
happen." believe some guys let 
He said the only Rams something like this bother 
player physically them but the majority of the 
questionable for Sunday was squad didn't." 
Broncos must stop rush 
:/ 
DENVER (AP) -- In an ef- 
! fort  to neutralize Pitt. 
, sburgh's pass rush, Denver 
Broncos expect to oc- 
, casionally utilize the 
• scrambling talents of 
:quarterback Norris Wease 
daring Saturday's National 
Footbal l  League playoff 
~ game. 
, Denver coach Red Miller 
announced the strategy 
: Tuesday as his team held its 
first workout of the week in 
• preparation for the contest in 
Pittshurgh. 
"We [hink the Steelers' 
biggest strength on defence 
is their ability to rush the 
passer," said Miller. 
"Because of that, we feel we 
can use Norris' mobility.to 
our advantage in certain 
situations. Craig Morten ~ is 
our starter and our No. 1 
• quarterback, but Weese will 
be ready at all times and we 
expect to play him some." 
Miller's decision marks a 
return to a philosophy he 
• held earlier in the year, 
when Weese saw more 
playing time as a backup to 
Morton. 
Weese engineered a 
secondhalf rally which 
finally ended at the one-yard 
line in the Steelers' 21-17 
tegular'*seadoti~yictory over 
Dbn~t~iP 10 da)Td' ~go. 
Miller also said that "for 
the first time in 22 weeks, 
there are no names on our 
injury list. Everyone will 
play, and that means Tom 
Glassic probably will 
reclaim his starting spot at 
offensive guard. We need his 
experience." 
The Denver coach said he 
expects "a hell of agame--a 
good, physical game," and 
he said he enjoys his team's 
status as the underdog. 
Pittoburgb is rated a seven. 
point favorite. 
"I like to be the un- 
derdog," Miller said. "I 
think Pittsburgh might be 
underestimating our team. 
We didn't play well in the 
first half of our game a few 
weeks ago, and if they think 
that's the real Denver 
Broncos, they're mistaken." 
Form°er ' . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . .  "Star]lcks' . . . .  "" 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Gary 
• Platt was a star defenceman 
with the defu,~ct Sorel Black 
' Hawks of the Quebec Major 
Junior Hockey League 
several years ago and a 
fourth-round choice of 
Chicago Black Hawks in the 
National Hockey League 
amateur draft. 
Today, he's the operator of 
i a sporting oods tore with 
!no further desire to play 
professional hockey. 
To hove recovered from a 
~bout with leukemia is 
achievement enough for the 
moment. 
Platt was playing with 
Flint Generals of the In- 
ternational Hockey League a 
year ago this month when his 
play started to tail off. 
"I began feeling tired all 
the time, didn't have any 
energy at all," Platt, 22, said 
recently. "Then there was 
that last game I played, on a 
Sunday night at home 
against Kalamazoo. Every 
time I made arush up the ice 
I was so winded and my legs 
were so tired that I had to 
come off the ice right away. 
"After the game, a doctor 
who was one of the owners 
came into the dressing room 
to see me. I told him I wasn't 
feeling well." 
Platt had a thorough 
physical examination the 
next morning and later 
received word to return the 
following day. 
"There's no way I'm going 
to beat around the bush with 
you, Gary," Dr, Eugene 
Chardould said "Yon have 
leukemia. It's acute 
leukemia, too. The one at the 
top of the line." 
Platt drove back to 
Montreal and arrived at his 
mother's house laden with 
GILLIES SCORES TWO 
Christmas gifts for her, his 
brother and three sisters. 
"I wanted to give them 
their presents because I 
wasn't sure I was coming out 
of the hospital," Platt said. 
He then entered Royal Vic- 
toria Hospital for two 
months ,  undergo ing  
chemotherapy with 
negligible results. HIS hair 
fell out and he thinned to 132 
pounds from 180. 
"There were times when I
monthly checkup, take a 
bone marrow teat every two 
months and undergo the 
ordeal of chemotherapy six 
times a year. 
He worked for a plumbing 
contractor for a while before 
getting a job in a golf pro 
shop. He married Brenda 
Martin, his high school 
sweetheart, in June. 
One of his customers, Jim 
Kidney, a former in- 
was awfully low," Platt re- vestlgator for the RCMP, 
called. "After the first was impressed enough to 
chemotherapy course, they hack Platt in the sporting 
told me, 'We've killed 60 per ' goods tore. 
cent of the leukemia cells but 
we can't find any good ones 
yet.'" 
The disease went into 
remission in February, and 
Platt was released from 
hospital. 
He was told he would 
henceforth ave to have a 
His hair has grown back 
in, and his weight is up to 175 
pounds. 
"I've never appreciated 
life more than I do now," 
Platt said. " I  can do 
anything I please, except 
when I'm on my 
chemotherapy course. 
Islanders rout Maple Leafs 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) ders routed Toronto Males at Nassau Coliseum and to 5- against Washington last 
--Clark Gilliesscoredapair Leafs 5-1 Tuesday night. 0-2overall in their last seven Nov. 4 and equalled against 
of power.play goals in the The Islanders remain the outings. Pittsburgh on Dec. 5. 
first period and Bryan only National Hockey The Islanders, in out- John TonelligotNew York 
Trottier set a team record League team unbeaten at sheoUngtheLeefs51-20, set offtoal-01eadat4:56ofthe 
for.couseeutive games with home. The victory extended a team record for most first period with a 
points an New York Islan- thelslanders'streaktol3.0-4 shots, The old mark was 45 hackhander f om the odge of 
Rangers cool Flames 
ATLANTA (AP) -- Nick foot slap shot Tuesday night goal of the season. The 
Fotiu and Pierre Plante ach to give New York Rangers a Flames, outplayed for the 
scored after two Atlanta 5-3 National Hockey League first 10 minutes, came back 
victory over the Flames. to take the lead with a pair of Flames turnovem and Mike 
McEwen beat a screened 
Daniel Bouchard with a 15- 
Pat Hickey opened the 
scoring at 2:13 with his 17th 
Flyers tie Wings 
DETROIT (AP) -- Bobby 
Clarke and Mel Bddgman 
scored 15 seconds apart in 
the final two minutes to give 
Philadelphia Flyers a 2.2. tie 
with Detroit Red Wings m a 
National Hockey League 
me Tuesday afternoon. 
e Flyers pulled goalie 
Bernie Parent for an extra 
attacker with Detroit ahead • 2-0. It payed off when 
Bridgman scored his 10th 
goal of the season at 18:35. 
Then Clarke deadlocked 
the game with his seventh 
goal at 18:51 in a scramble in 
front of the Detroit net while 
the Philadelphia net was still 
vacant. 
It was the third time in the 
last nine games that Detroit 
led by two goals going into 
the game's final two minutes 
and had to settle for a tie. 
Errol Thompson gave 
Detroit a 1-0 lead when he 
deflected Andre St. 
Laurent's pass past Parent 
at 15:11 of the opening 
period. 
Dan Labraaten scored at 
1:33 of the final period to 
give the Red Wings a 2-0 
margin. 
The Red Wings now have 
tied five times in their last 12 
games and lead the NHL 
with 11 ties. 
goals. 
Guy Chouinerd scored his 
22nd, beating Ranger 
goaltender John Davidson 
after taking a lead pass from 
Jean Pronoveat, and Red 
Lawrence scored 30 seconds 
later, at 12:49, with a slap 
shot from 15 feet on a two-on. 
one break. 
Bill Clement made It 3-1 
for toe Flames at the 56- 
second mark of the s~cond 
period as he skated in alone 
on Davidson, beating him to 
the glove side. 
McEwen put the Rangers 
ahead with a slap shot from 
the left face off circle. 
Bouchard was screened and 
it beat him to his right side. 
Phll Esposite stole a pass 
in front of the Flames goal 
and flipped it to Plante, who 
faked Bouehard and beat 
him to his left from close in 
to round out the scoring. 
the left faeeeff circle on a 
pass from Wayne Merrick. 
Gillies, the Islanders' 
. captain, then followed with 
power-play goals at 6:39 and 
11:13. The first was from the 
fight faceoff circle and the 
second a rebound of Denis 
Potvin's hot hat rickled off 
to the slick side of Leafs' 
goalie Mike Palmateer. 
Trettier got an assist on 
the latter goal and that 
enabled him to set a team 
record of 14 consecutive 
games with a point. Mike 
Bossy set the previous mark 
of 13 earlier in the season. 
Trottier boosted his point 
total to 55, one behind league 
leader Guy Lafleur of 
Montreal Canadlenn with a 
goal at 9:19 of the middle 
session. Both teams were 
skating one man short when 
Trottier beat Paimateer 
from eight feet. 
Glenn Resch lost a chance 
for his first shutout of the 
season when Darryl Slttler's 
shot bounced off his pads and 
rolled into the net at 11:09 of 
the second period. 
Garry Howatt completed 
the Islanders' coring at 4:13 
of the third period on a 20- 
footer. 
player for player they are a 
butter football team .~han 
us," he said Tuesday at his 
weekly news conference at 
the Falcons' training site. 
"They've got an awful lot 
of talent but we have beaten 
teams with better talent than 
us before. We'll just wait and 
~ee." 
The Falcons, pulling off 
their fifth miracle finish of 
the season, edged 
Philadelphia Eagles 14-1~ 
Sunday in the first playoff 
game in the club's 13-year 
history. 
The latest triumph was 
• achievedwhen 
Philadelphia's Mike Michel 
failed on a 33-yard field goal 
attempt with 13 seconds 
remaining after the Falcons 
had taken the lead on a 31- 
yard touchdown pass with 
1:39 left. 
Atlanta, 9-7 in the regular 
season, also won four games 
by identical scores e~ ~0-17-- 
all within the final 10 
seconds. 
Bennett said he won't 
change anything for Dallas, 
adding that miracle finishes 
were not part of Atianta's 
game plan and the Cowboys 
They've got to have that 
feeling. Whether you're the 
underdog or the favorite, I 
believe everyone feels they 
wW win. 
"I feel ike we're supposed 
to win. I know nobudy's 
picking as to win but I don't 
care." 
The Cowboys, who started 
slowly, have won seven 
straight and took the 
Nat ional  Conference 
Eastern Division title with a 
12-4 r~'urd. 
"I really feel like (Dallas 
coach) Tom Landry ap- 
proached the season a little 
different than most teams 
wi~ a feeling of 'so what if 
we lose one or two games 
early. We're going to be good 
enough at the end,'" Bennett 
said. 
"I don't think-they've 
changed anything. They're 
EXPRESS 
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Light Packages & Parcels 
Chairs-- Recliners - -  End Tables-- 
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen & Living Room) 
Beds & Box Springs 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERSOR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
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District of Terrace Only 
Curling;  i 
founder-,,'  
dead 
. TORONTO (CP) -- Colin 
A. Campbell, president ofthe 
In ternat iona l  Cur l ing 
Federation since its in- 
ception in 1967, died Monday 
at the age of 77. 
Cause of death was not an- 
nauneed. 
Campbeli, hem in Shed- 
den, Ont., competed in the 
Canadian men's curling 
championship in the 1930s 
and was.a trustee of the 
Macdonald ¢omittee, spun- 
sore of the national com- 
petition. He was also past 
president of the Canadian 
Curling Association. 
He was appointed in 1937 
as public works minister in 
the cabinet of Liberal 
Premier MitcheU Hepburn. 
Canada 
triumphs 
PRAGUE (AP) -- The 
Canadian Olympic Red 
division team scored three 
unanswered goals in the 
second period to edge the 
local team of Sloven 3-2 in an 
exhibition hockey game 
Tuesday at Usti Nad Labem. 
mot 
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in 
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Quick-Silver Delivery - 638-8387 -- 
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Hi ~ r 
First Baby Contest 
JOIH OUR 
CONTEST 
J ~ q  ~ 
s 
~ i ~. ~ • 
FOR 
Y L . , : '  
i , : , . . .  ,,., 
i 
TERRACE'S 
FIRST 
BABY .... 
• ]-"-.__L.. " 
' C :  
1979 ' 
: -" , '~ . i .  .. ' 
C'mon,  morn and  dad- to -be ,  your  " 
heir apparent may really make " " 
this your greatest New Year evert 
e " ~ i~ ~ 
To  the  first baby  to be  born  in '" ...-.- ~ ...... 
after the stroke of . . i  ' ' '~ "'- Ter race  
nudmght, January 1, 1979, ther.e'll . ~'* 
be .great gifts from these partlci' 
patmg local merchants: 
• I • 
I Gift Certificate 
I 
Shoes for 
New Baby 
Donated by OEHTRAL FLOWERS 
Baby Album - 
Donated by TERRAOE NUN 
Insoribod Baby Flail - 
Donated by HOBDT HOT 
Flowers 
I 
~,L]LF..S: 
must be _ _.,.~ ~e~s. 
ot 
bo~ 
ot 
bY 
,~ot at~ 
DONATED BY 
Terraoe Oo-op 
Dinner for Two ~ 
DONATED BY 
DONATED BY 
Barney's Shoes & 
Repair 
$10.00 
Gilt Certificate 
.BATED DV 
DONATED BY 
Doe's Flowers 
Gift 
DONATED BY 
f ~ 
J Betsy's Panoako 
& Spaghetti House 
Terraoo Eleotronios Ovorwaitoa Foods 
i . 
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• It you're tired of Turkey take a look at 
these wholesome meal ideas. Still 
partying? . Advertised here or not 
i ood supply of soft d'rinks, 
we have a g It the other good things 
snaCkS and a 
you'll be needing. 
, all enioyed serving you. 
We ve . re ly  e the pleasure of Io=ok~n,g 
iM 
aY wu-=_ . . 979. Many ,=.vv~ 
alter you ag_atn m~ in 1979 to make 
things are p~'"'° o ing with us rewarding and 
your sh.(,PP~han k you for shopping 
enioyao|u, : -  
overwaitea. 
• :IF STAR 
S ROI 
CANADA 
GRADE 
ASSORIF_D VARIETIES OF MAPLE LEAF, ~~~~l l  F 
PRIDE OF CANADA, HERITAGE BRAND or 
V ~ R  FANCY SAUSAGE BRAND 
tTY SAUSAGE PRIcEREGULA' 
~slORli~i~i~l~NOs ~'FIELD 'IBURNS- PRIDE OF CANADA ~lli~i /
,READY TO EAT,;N,;,E~ ~ 
.~~_~n~s .~_~ ~ ~ 
I ~ i ~ ~ ~ 
I ~ 1  ~ ~  FAMILY 
I ~ .~  PLAIN ~ 1 
wRHIITE ;';E6o O/o ' ~ ~  ~i~T~~IPTo  w.o=w. T RO 
BREAD JUICE 1 CHIPS COl: 
FL OZ GRAM 
TIN BOX _ LB 20 OZ ,.o,,v,~ ~']~]ml~l l  ~"oM I ~MI  I BAG CONCENTRATI  
OVERWAITEA 
BRAND - -  ALL 
PURPOSE 
GRIND 
m 
IFLAVOUR ~;~1 ;~,%~ -v~l • ~ =mile I FANCY 2 ~.oz~. OE--. I ' WE~T~.....,~*-- O...O~ ' CHIP" o.,o., .~.oo, o..uo I T~I~-o...~E ~.o~ 
IPEAS ~,o-8911CRYSTA~Sl, ~-I DIP c°" ' , , l=  I BAOS ~o a - 
;~%'te~';~]~a'~;J/h~'3~";"o ;~Ii'~ IovERw,,,E,,00°/o .c pRooucEo i .,uEY ,.,.o-- ,uMBE,J,c, I I TUFFYS .,,.0 i [ C.EF BOY-,,-OEE -- C.EES~ 
Jam13will bevalidfor~:)nus cA,AoA ' 
Offerplacesettlngs :~ . . . .  II.ARGEo..o~ *~ml  PANCAKE#I l ig i lNUTS & " .a3911PIZZA ~y,~ 469 
~"~ " '  =° "~"  '° I=Gos =T,IPll SYRUP 1~,, I • I ~  ~ i ~  accumulated totals of $250 
worth per place se.tting upto Sat. , February 3, 7g;  : |WESTERN FAMILYBRAND--RED i ~ r LAWRY,SBRAND_ONION"N'~'~ ~ DOLCE-VITA BRAND --  SALAD o 
Extra place settings can be I - -  _ _ • 16 FL OZ JAR I 
p.urchasedoutright a $5.99 iMaraschlnoj isAI  CHILl  CON alaei I Soup ~ ~=BI  COOKING !~39 
plusprov, ncia, sa,es tax per iCHERRIE S ] ;1  CARNE ~0~oz l i - I LMI  x oz .O  ~ OIL 3 ~1~"~ ~-,-,-,-J. 
4.piece place setting while ~ ~ _  
stock lasts. McLAREN'S KENT JAR ONI :)NS, WESTERN FAMILY - -  TOMATO GHERKINS, MARASCHINO CHERRIES or | WESTERN FAMILY -- ~ OVERWAITEA BFIAND - -  INSTANT COFFEE 
Completer  p ieces  are ~allabl~ | McLAREN'S KENT JAR ONIONS, ' I i 
attheusua/priceswn e stoc ISTUFFEDMANZAN'LLA j , n~ l  I i i  i i d r~ ~.s,x 
"rhank !~ ,,,u~ mob vAuDi I o~::~ ' 10 q9  
for sho g IWB). DECmUR =711FL OZ ~= 
ITO SAT. DEC. aO,'7Sl I T,~ i JAR i l 
B Cs very own food people Overwa 
$KE;_JA MALL OITY CENTRE MALL KITIMAT 
i ~" 
I 
I 
d t' 
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• n other 
finds joy 
with children 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
United Nations Year of the 
Child has given an Ottawa 
elementary school teacher 
reason to fulfil a dream to 
become mother to shah- 
cloned and deprived children 
in Ecuador. 
Joasne Brideau, 34, plans 
to leave Canada with her 
nlneyear-old daughter 
Natasha next June to open a 
home for impoverished 
children ear the capital city 
of Guayaquil. 
And Ms. Brideau, who says 
she has tried to conform to 
the comfortable life in 
Canada, is preparing for 
more , than a • oneyear 
sacrifice for South Amer- 
iea's destitute children--she 
doesn't intend to return to 
Canada. 
Since her first visit to 
South America 16 years ago, 
she has been haunted by 
memories of neglected and 
starving children. 
"I always talked about 
going back," she says, "and 
I discovered the dream 
would not die." 
A recent magazine article 
describing the plight of 
millions of needy children in 
Brazil, a situation common 
to South American countries, 
made her decide to return, 
"All at once I knew I had to 
gO.  ' !  
Backed by $7,000 in 
savings which she hopes will 
pay for 'a bamboo house 
large enough to ac- 
commodate up to 20 young- 
sters, Ms. Brldeau is 
counting on donations from 
people in Ottawa to finance 
its operation. 
Shewants it to he a home, 
not an institution, and wants working near Guayaquil. It elanca's legal entry , : i~ 
to give her children what was here that she met.and Canada nd the two return 
they've never had: love, finally adopted a four-year- in 1967. 
food, clothing and education, old,girl named Blanea.. Ms. BHdeau has • since 
Ms. BHdeau's missionary The girl bad been aban- earned her teacher's cer- 
zeal was first felt when, at 
19, she left her New Brun. 
swlck home to join a Roman 
Catholic order of nuns in 
Ecuador. 
But instead of working 
with the poor she ended up 
teaching English to well-off 
children in a boarding 
school. 
After three months he left 
to assist a Canadian priest 
doned ..by her poverty- tlfieate, married, had 
stricken parents to fend for unother daughter. She now Is 
herself on the streets, separated from her husband. 
"Nobody cared," says Ms. Bisnea, now 19, has a job 
Brideau. "She was starving andis0n her own, a situation 
to death.The doctor said she Ms. Brldeeu feels com- 
~ad six months to live. Her fortable leaving. 
mother was glad to get rid of "People don't understand 
her." why I want to go, because 
After several years they've never held a dyi~. 
working in Chile, Peru and baby.in their arms, ane 
Montreal, Ms. Bridsau won says. 
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YOUR HOICE OF TAPES OR RECORDS 
* Greatdst Hits Vol. 2 • Grease 
by Barba~ a Streisand Soundtrack 
• Greate~tHits  • Saturday Night Fever 
by Steve Miller Soundtrack 
RECORDS TAPES 
K mart Sale Price 
RECORDS TAPES*" 
K mart Sale Price ~ '~ ':~"/~ :':"* 
9 o.c  10 Eac4~h 
Plus,,,..THESE OTHER SOUN.' VALUES 
RECORDS OR TAPES ~: .... ~" .... . . . .  ' ..... ~~ ~ 
• Every Picture Tells A Story-Rod Stewart • Clearly Love--Olivia Newton John 
• Encore of Golden Hits--  Platters • Here end There-- Elton John 
• My Very Bost--B. J. Thomas • By Numbers--The Who 
• Country Classic--The Statler Brothers • Greatest Hits Vol. 2-Conwey Twitty 
• Greatest Hits-- BIll Anderson 
• Greatest Hits--Kitty Wells 
• Greatest Hits--Bert Kaemfert RECORDS TAPES 
A88 
Even Now-  Berry Man I low ' Pieces of Eight--Styx 
City Lights-- Nick Gilder Worlds Away-- Pablo Cruise 
Time Passages--AI Stewart Magazine--Heart 
Taste of Honey--Taste Of Honey Bet Out of Hel l --  Meatloaf 
Macho Man--Village People Night Watch--Kenny Loggins 
Crulsln--Viilage People Dream of A Child--Burton Cummings 
Brother To Brother -- Gins Vaneili The Stranger -- Billy Joel 
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Flying fear common 
f . ;  i 
• : LONDON (Reuter) --  
.There are many members of 
the Jet set who are afraid to 
fly, psychologist Maurice 
Yaffe says. . 
Re•catch showa that 
'perhaps one person in every 
family is an anxious flyer, 
and only one person in 10 
says he aetually enjoys air 
travel. 
flyers are truly frightened, 
Yaffe says. 
They are not nervous 
grannies who never have 
flown, but businessmen, 
entertainers and diplomats. 
For such people a fllght-;-if 
they fly at all--meana cold 
sweat•, faintness, upset 
stomach, shakes, ,  tight 
muscles and grinding teeth. 
• Mr. Yaffe, senior "For them a seven.hour, 
• psychologist at London's• transatlantic flight is sheer 
Guy's Hospltal, has com- hell," Yaffe says. 
piled a list of thuse who m~t Yet most of these sufferers 
fly but would rather not. can he cured by fairly simple 
It includes Muhammed and well-proven behavior- 
All, 'former California 
governor Ronald Reagan, 
film star Doris Day, rock 
singer David Bowie and even 
stuntman Evel Knievel, who 
doesn't mind soaring over 
buses on a motorcycle but 
dislikes heinga passenger on 
a scheduled flighL 
Yet these people are 
merely nervous. A sur- 
prlsingly large minority of 
therapy techniques. 
Yaffe has been working 
with a group of five people. 
They include an elderly man 
who flew 30 years ago, en- 
joyed it, but is afraid to fly 
again; a woman diplomat 
who passed up promotion 
because it meant more 
.travelling, and a young man 
who actually likes planes, 
especially the roar of. their 
engines, "but doesn't like it 
when they close the door." 
The man who doesn't like 
the door being closed is not 
normally claustrophobic, 
and another member of the 
group who does not like the 
idea of being "all that way 
up in the air" is not normally 
afraid of heights. 
The'two basic techniques 
Yoffe relies on are desen- 
sitisation, in which a subject 
deals more and more 
directly with a fear, and 
habituation, where the 
subject becomes So familiar 
with something he fearo that 
he gets used to it. 
The five talk about their 
flying problems, watch films 
of airplane• and airports and 
listen to tapes dealing v~ith 
flight stress. 
Yaffe has in the corner of 
his office two airplane seats, 
in which patients can strap 
themselves while they 
practise the various 
techniques. 
They also listen to tapes 
whielt although net con- 
netted with flying, are 
exercises inrelaxation. They 
instruct listeners to tense 
and relax various sets of 
muscles, a procedure x- 
pectant mothers use in 
natural childbirth. 
Finnair, the Finnish 
airline, actually offers a tape 
of this kind over its seat 
headsets on transatlantic 
flights, but most airline• 
would rather not suggest 
that passengers need relax- 
ing, Yaffe says. 
The patients do homework, 
which involves making a llst 
of the I0 things they hate 
most about flying, from 
worst to least frightening. 
Then as an active desert- 
sitizaUon" exercise, they 
face thee fears one by one, 
starting at the bottom of the 
list. 
Spain not for non-smokers 
MADRID (AP) - -  Spain is ning smoking in public heavy smokers," insists the 
one country where smoldng buildings, Spain remains .a government  tobacco 
is allowed almust puffer's paradise, a place to monopoly Tabacalera Inc., 
everywhere, and cigarette blow •moke in your neigh- citing annual per capita 
sales rise every year. bor's face or even that of the 
While many parts of the health minister, consumption of 1,689 ciga- 
world concentrate on ban- "We are not a nation of rettes, more than 30 packs 
Police trim the fat 
CM.~ARY (cP) --  Police 
chief Brian Sawyer doesn't 
like fat law enforcers. 
He wants the 900 members 
of the Calgary police force 
lean, and he has told his 
offlcecs that they had a 
better chance for promotion 
if they kept fit. 
About one-third of the 
force now emulates their 
Jngghlg chief by exercising 
at least three times a week. 
On average, only two per 
cent of all Canadians 
exercise that often. 
David Breckon, the police 
department's physical fit- 
ne~ coordinator, says the 
warning about promotions i
an encouragement, but in- 
dividual officers themselves 
are realizing the importance 
of regular exercise. 
"It's tough to take a lunch 
along in the car, so 
policemen ~end up going to 
restaurants or eating pw 
zea," be says. "And the work 
is tedious, so they buy some 
potato chips or pop to break 
the boredom. They're al- 
ways snacking." 
The Calgary police force is 
generally in good shape, 
Breckou says, and ls well 
ahead of some other forces, 
especially in Eastern 
Canada which are 
"positively medieval." 
As many as 70 men and 
women use the Calgary 
• weatin~ /;. out in the 
Paccjdetball courts or the 
weight room. 
• The exercise program 
encourage• officers to stay 
in good shape but doesn't 
push them to it, says 
Brockon. 
A recent RCMP study dis- 
covered the folly of a strict 
regiinen. RCMP recruits in- 
treduced to the old attitude 
that strict ands.toUgh exer- 
cise+ teaches discipline 
"throw their sweat pants in 
the garbage" as soon as they 
finished training. 
The RCMP has changed, 
force's exercise facilities and the Calgary police want 
daily in the basement of to avoid that reaction, says 
downtown headquarters. Breckon. 
And most days at about "We're trying to develop a
3a.m. /a  dozen diligent lifestyle, not turn people 
policemen can be found away from physical fltness." 
"Policemen have to be 
able to,+copa,.+wi+th~-a Jot ,~..~..4~_._ 1 . - -  ' • i ,, ~+i. ~.~.-+,,+.+S.J ..... ,. 
L~ys ica ld+dm~Ita ls l~S,"  k .~na.~:~ gets evz c ed 
he Cays'L "And mental stress 
is really the greater LIVERPOOL, England "I called the rat Rupert 
problem. Tests have shown (CP) -- City council has and now he and. Monty are 
that physical fitness is the served notice on its longest inseparable--the v ry best 
best way of alleviating that tenant--a three-metre of friends. I don't intend to 
mental stress," python amed Mouty. part with either of them." 
Brockon says a lot of Monty's owner, Nell Johnston says he bought 
things that go with the job Johnston, keeps him in the the snake about six months 
tend to work against fitness, front room of a maisonette ago after seeing an ad- 
"You've gotpoliee lflcers rented from the council in vertlsement in a Liverpool 
who need a high level of Hatherley Close, Toxteth, newspaper+ under Pets For 
fitness, but on the other Liverpool. Sale. Montyadapted quickly 
hand, you've got a lot of "Monty wouldn't hurt a to his new surroundings and 
barriers llkv shift work." fly," says Johnston, 22, "yet all was well until a council 
Many of the recruits the couneil says ffl don't get workman came to repair the Tabaca lera  advises:  
respond to shift work by rid of him I must find centralhoating. Hel•terre- "Smokele~,onjoyitmcre." 
developing a routine of work another place to ]ire. It's parted seeing a snake in the Included in its tips to 
and sleep, he says. ahsurd-Monty is so soft- living room. smokerslsonetostuboutthe 
And when they're at work hearted he once refused to Council served notice on cigarette when half smoked, 
they tend to do their body eat a rat I gave him for his Monty, stating firmly that a habit destined to bonst 
few favors, dinner. •sakes are not allowed over-all sales. 
• . • 
: 
below what it says is the Eu- 
ropean average. 
But blue smoke somehow 
seems to curl up almost 
everywhere in Spain, from 
the state dinners at 
Juan Carlos' palace to .the 
cigarette dangling from the 
mouth of Communist leader 
Santiago Carrillo. 
Spaniards, plus the more 
than 3O million tourists who 
visit the country each year, 
smoke in stores, taxi•, 
hallways, hospitals and even 
sometimes in ga•oline 
stations, despite signs 
prohibiting them from doing 
SO. 
Spain's national airline,' 
Iberia, has yet to designate 
nosmoking sections on its 
domestic flights. Not a single 
cigarette package in Spain 
carries a health warning. 
Each night after 9:30 p.m. 
the supposed bedtime hour 
for Spanish children, 
cigarette advertisements' 
appear on national 
tciev~,sinn, 
Hundreds of Madrid bill. 
boards invite Spaniards of 
all ages to savor the taste of 
a best.selUng U.S. brand. 
But government health 
officials say a countrywide 
ncsmck.i!ng drive launched 
~o~re:than ~ ofle year ago is'- 
making progress, although 
slowly, and they paint to a 
slight drop in cigarette sales 
during last summer as one 
indicator. 
However, from 1973-77, 
sales of Spanish cigarettes 
with dark tohaece rose more 
than 20 per cent, far above 
the populatiea growth rate, 
and sales of cigarettes with 
lighter tobacco doubled. 
With implied advice that 
no one really •heuld give up. 
smoking altogether, the 
~.~ ,:i~i~ii. ~ ~i :~ .~ 
,:~T+.:: ~• . . :  
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HAflDWA~E ,STORES 
~r~ 
T.V. 
6uide 
All Iistinp subjeot to 
ohHp wilhoul nolioe, 
~lt l l ln l l l l l lU l l ln l  .~+lnnnmlllUmllllllllnllnmllllmllll~ml 
WEDNESDAY 5 p.m. to midnight 
2 KING 3 CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS 
(NBC) (COO) (CTV) (Pet+) 
.~ Carol 
Bur~ett 
News 
145 Cont'd. (]  n,d 
Cout'd. 
Cont'd. 
': 45 Coot'& 
Tonight 
KING 2 
145 Presents 
I~  ) :00 D. Clark's 
' :15 Live Wed. 
i :30 . Cont'd. 
II : 45 Cout'd. 
C•) .,.~ +~, ,Wednesday Night ,'.30 +,. !45 + '.~ At, carMOVies 
m IP l  ~ ' )~Wnsh '  +Contd, 
130 ) 6 ~Cont'd. 
I I i I ,  :ah][ a Cont'd. 
i 11 ~o0 'd~" News 
i 5 Cont'd. + 
3o Tonight 
i t I e 45 Show 
Cont'd. 
Cout'd., 
I I d5 Cont'd. 
Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourghm 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cunt'd. 
Wednesday 
Night 
Movie 
'Leo 
Bawls 
Special' 
Day 
Grandad 
Died 
Cont'd. 
To Be 
Announced 
Musicamers 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Watson 
Report 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
Kojak 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
That's Mister 
Hollywood Rogers 
Winaday Electric 
Cont'd. Company 
News Big Blue 
Hour Marble 
Cont'd. Dick 
Cont'd. Caveti 
Christian MaeNeil 
Ref. Church Lchrer 
Different Fall & Rise 
Strokes of Perrin 
Eight is Rmsol 
Enough Comedy Show 
Cont'd. Country 
Cont'd. Tales 
Charlie's Great 
Angels Performances 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
Human Wilts 
Body Cather's 
Cont'd. America 
Cont'd. Cont'd. 
CTV American 
News Short 
News Hour Story 
Final Cont'd. 
Late Cont'd. 
Show Cont'd. 
'The Train Late 
Robbers' Movie , 
+THURSDAY 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
I • 
I I I 1 45 
oo 
:i5 
:30 
:45 
:00 
:15 
:30 
a , 1,5 
a :00 
:15 
:30 
I I ~45 
2 • , ;45 
: I  + 
145 
I 145 
The t~ew+ . 
High Rollers 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
America 
Alive • 
Coot'& 
Cont'd. 
Hollywood 
Squar~ 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
'Ensign 
Pulver' 
Coot'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Camera .... 
Twel~e ..... 
Mister 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News-- 
Bob Swttzer 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
Cont'd. 
Edge of 
Night 
To Be 
Announced 
Take 
Thirty 
Celebrity 
Cooks 
Flinistones 
Cont'd. 
Carol 
Barnett 
It'• Your +,~ : 
Di~flalllon 
Cout'd. 
What's 
Cooking 
Nad 
•Dash 
Nom 
News 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Jack 
And 
The 
Witch' 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Alan 
Hamel 
Show 
Cont'd. 
The Price 
Is Right 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Eleotriei: ..... : ~ 
C6mpany ~ 
Zoom 
Cont'd. 
Into the 
Morning 
Cunt'd. 
Cont'd. 
Se~mnle 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Waltz of 
Tureadors 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Trial & Error 
Over  
Easy 
Julia 
Child 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllgllllllllgllllllllllt 
4 
ilnlmlnlmllllllllllllmlmllllmllllllll 
6ordon and+Anderson Ltd. 
  4606 Lazelle Ave., Terraoe Ph. 636-6576 Store Hours: Tues.- Sat. 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Friday 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD, 
3207 Kalum 635-1274 
Vitamins 
& 
Toys, •Toys, Toys 
• I 
I 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
L()CAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
insertion. Over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set, 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.23 mailed. 
38'WANTED MISC.~I 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m, on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S,F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
'lIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for  
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject 
condensation. Payable ~n 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.5O 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
1. 
COMING EVENTS 
i 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 1978 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mail 3 mth 15,00 
By Mail 6 mth 25.00 
By Mail year45.00, 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635-6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to: 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject'any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed TO the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the eustomer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instruetions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid lees. 
All elaims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in- 
correet insertion for the 
portion ef the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
then the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements  must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 4~ and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Do You Feel You Have A 
Drinking Problem? There is 
help 
Available! 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: 
Men. 8:30 p,m, United 
Church, 
Thurs. or Sat, 8:50 p.m, Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting, tO 
TO noon, Lakelse Hotel. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeens Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services: 
• Activity Centre for ham 
dicrafts 
• Day care for working 
people. 
- Drop-in for companionship 
and coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenaview Lodge. 
635.2265. 
Ladies SEm Line Club meets 
Men day evening--6:  30 
p .m. -Un i ted  Church  
basement, Kitimat. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call Birthright for an 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632.4602 anytime. 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 in the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2838 between 
ga.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janns at 635.45O3 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B,C. 
635.6387 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the'  Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Fr iday of every 
month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
The Skeena Health Unit 
Speech and-Hearing Clinic 
will be closed Dec. 21, 1978 to 
~n.  1, 1979. The Clinic will 
re.open Jan. 2, 1979. (nc4- 
29D) 
Winners of the Christmas 
Raffle sponsored by the 
Terrace Day Care Center: 
1st Price . Pearl Onsteln - 
Food hamper from Co-op. 
2nd Price. Bob Bell - Food 
hamper from Overwaltea 
3rd 'P r i ze -  Dinner for 2 
Terrace Hotel 
~th Price - Betty Ann Sayer - 
Dark room starter kit from 
Sight & Sound. 
Sth Prize - Karlene Clark - 
Blanket from Fields 
6th Prize - P.. Ostertag - 
Plant from Grace Fell 
Florists 
7th Prize - B. Mater - Plant 
from Central Flowers 
8th Prize - N. Morrison • Set 
by appointment only. of glasses from Recall 
PRENATAL  CLASSES Druns 
Cla~es are held throughout ° . . . . . .  9th Prize . C. Wilkinson . 3 
me year at mtervam tor . . . . .  Boxes chocolates from 
expectant parents, t'none r .hnnnasr¢  r l~- ,  r t  ~ / l=P  t 
the Health Unit for details ='7"%':e--7 "En" - . . . . .  i unt "  IZ • oe o aue- 
anu regmtrauon. 
HnME ~ntu.q~P. CA~.. Boxes chocolates from 
Nureing ears in the home for Sh~PePe~erD;:ge M~ra ' Care 
those who need it on referral . . . . . . . . .  Y . . f • • AUXiliary WOULD liKe to taKe rom thmr famdy doctor t t '!'=,.~=,= a,.,=o ,~.1.. ' this opportunity to hank he 
HEALTH P&RAD I~- above businesses fo r  
F r4 • . , .  u^~a donating the prizes and o o year old chlld,~,. ,~=,~: ,;- " t : ^.  ,t.=..= ~,^_.~.. _, . . . . .  ~.L.~.express our apprecla ion o 
~o I~ u Z;~ev;~oU=m~,ve~..'~ll the people who purchased 
v i i  n" "  : -v  . . . . . .  ."~_ ~tlckels. $482.50 was raised 
s o , nearing screeal~g - i  - s t ward =he 
done. Please phone for a~)-- w..n,cn 0.oe _, o . . . . . .  
~JU l ~, I I ¢1}1~ U l  I l l ¢~ I l t~W pointment. 
BREA,rHIN~,~ ,~ building. (ncl.22D) PRENATAL  
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af-.~ 
ternoon at I-2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
o~'15y '~p~pointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
lleld at 46t2 Grieg Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral f~0m family doctor 
.or community health nurse., 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No, 205.4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care, 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 208-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and  social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
PUBLIC SKATING TIMES 
From Dec. 18. Jan. ] 
Dec. 18, ]978. 7:30 • 9 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 19, 1978.3:30.5:30 p.m. 
Public Skate, 6 - 7:30 p.m. 
Dec. 20, 1978 - 4 -  6 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 21,1970- 4:30.6:30 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 22, 1978 - 3-  5 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 23,1978.7:15.9:15 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 24, 1978 - 11:30 a .m. .  
1:30 p.m. Family Skate. 
1:45 - S p.m. Public Skate 
Dec. 25, 1978, Dec. 26, 1978. 
CLOSED 
Dec. 30,1978.2:30.5:30 p.m. 
Public Skate 
Dec. 31, 1978 - 12 . 2 p.m. 
Family Skate 
2:30- 4:30 p.m. Public Skate 
Jan. 1, 1979. CLOSED 
PUBLIC  SWIMMING 
SCHEDULE 
Effective December 18, 1978 
Dec. 18 , 1978 . 12 . 1 Noon 
Hour Swim. 3 • s Public 
Swim. 6 - 7:30 Public Swim. 
7:30 - 9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 19, 1978 3 .  5 Public 
Swim. 5 - 7 Family Swim. 7. 
9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
Dec. 20, 1978 3 .  5 Public 
Swim. 6 - 7:30 Public Swim. 
7:30 - 9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 21, 1978 3 • 5 Pul~llc 
Swim. 5 .7  Family Swim. 7 - 
9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
Dec. 22, 1978 • 3. 5 Public 
Swim. 6 - 7:30 Public swim. 
7:30.9 Adult Swim. 
Dec. 23, 1978 2 .  5 Public 
Swim. 6 - 7:30 Adult Swim. 
7:30 - 9 Adult.Teen Swim. 
Dec. 24, 1978 12 • 3 Public 
Swim. 3 - 4:30 Family Swim. 
Dec. 25, 1978. January. -- 
Pool will be closed until Jan. 
S, 1979 for maintenance, 
opening again on Jan. 6, 1979. 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Thrift Shop will close on Dec. 
16 and re.open on Sat. Jan. 6, 
1979. Thank you for your 
support. We look forward 1o 
serving you again in the New 
Year. (nc3.22D) 
Babysitting available for 
New Year's Eve in my home. 
For further information 
)hone 635-3187. (p5-20D) 
WINGS DISCO 
We cater to dances, 
banquets, parties. For 
more Information phone 
635.2312 
Karl Motz 
(p5-28D) 
Wanted to rent: garage for 
winter months to store 
vehicle. Phone 635-2154 after 
5 p.m. (ffn-stf) 
NEED SOME . 
EXTRA MONEY? 
We'll pay you CASH fo~ 
your old furniture 
household items, guns, etc 
Just phone 
638.1613 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
OUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
(aflnw.f) 
TASTEFULLY FINISHED 
5 BEDROOM 
SKEENA COLORS HOME 
on finished basement. In 
Residential secluded corner of town. 
CommerciaiPainting Cathedral entrance, el. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN'THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF JOHANN 
BLUM, late of 61 Babiee 
Street, in the Distriet of 
Kitimat, Province of British 
Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above estate are required to 
send full. particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
executrix at P.O. Box 609, 
Terrace, Provinee of British 
Columbia, VSG 4BS, on or 
before February 1st, 1979, 
after which date the estate 
will be distributed among the 
parties entitled thereto 
having regard only to the 
claims of which she then has 
notice. 
ANNA EMILIE EMMA 
MARIE  BLUM, Executrix 
CRAMPTON & BROWN 
Solicitors (a4-18,19,27,28D) 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN' THE MATTER OF' 
THE ESTATE OF 
GREGORY MICHAEL 
SINKEWICZ, I,~:o of 4928 
Walsh Avenue, in thP 
District of Terrace, Province 
of British Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above estate are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to the undersigned 
administrator at P.O. Box 
609, Terrace, Province of 
British Columbia, VSG 4B8, 
on or before January 22nd 
1919, after which date the 
F IRST  A ID  
From first aid to physical 
fitness, the American public 
is inereaslngly aware of the 
need to care for the body. 
Nowhere is this trend more 
apparent than in the 
nation's schools where 
students are especially ac- 
tive in the hea'th care area. 
Many teens are superbly 
accomplished in administer- 
ing first aid techniques 
long before they graduate 
from high school, judging 
from entries in this year's 
Johnson & Johnson First 
Aid Award. The annual 
award is offered in con- 
junction with a first aid 
eourse sponsored by the 
Johnson & Johnson Health 
Care Division, and used to 
teach an estimated 750,000 
students a year. 
This year's winner, 15- 
year-old Alfred Piombino, is 
from Poughkeepsie, New 
York. Fully certified to ad. 
minister and instruct a vari- 
ety of basle first aid proce. 
dures, Alfred compiled his 
. own teaching manual to use 
as part of a course he taught 
to fifth graders. He is also 
active in the American Red 
Cross, works at several first 
aid stations, is on general 
stand-by for local emer- 
gencies, and is a Scout! 
Other recipients in the 
national competition in- 
clude: Alan D. Yoder, lS, 
from Wilton, Conn., Eileen 
Marie McGregor, 17, from 
Anaheim, Calif., and Steve 
P. Shalita, 15, from 
Sepulveda, Calif. 
What You Can Do 
It's important to know 
how to get medical help as 
quickly as possible in an 
emergency situation as well 
as knowing how to adminis- 
ter first aid. 
It's also essential that 
every household contain the 
basic first aid supplies neces- 
sary to handle emergencies. 
These include: 
• Adhesive bandages in a 
variety of sizes and shapes 
• Antiseptic 
• Sterile gauze pads 
• Surgical adhesive tape 
• Sterile cotton or cotton 
balls 
Now is a good time to ask 
yourself "Am I prepared?" 
estate will be* distributed . .~ . . . ,  
tached insulatedgarage, two among the parties entitled Marsh World f 
Phone 638-1835 brick fireplaces, fenced and thereto, having regard only . : . -~. '"  ~ ~ l ~  
(aj4 landscaped. 635.3348. (pS- to the claims of which he , • , - , ,. 
28D) then has notice. ~A,~ ~ . ~ 1 ~ :  ~ ~ ~ i  
GOLDEN RULE - - GEORGE SINKEWlCZ, . 
Odd jobs for the jobless. " "  BUS INESS.  Administra,or ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  ~ j ~ :  
Phone 635-4535. 3238 Kalum. PRf lpFRTY  CRAMPTON b BROWN, 
" - D U - F ~ ~  . :¼, Retal l4~r'  ,~, ,~.,. (1-20,,21,27,28D) ,!,.,'~...~,: -~.ddlh.=.~.-.~,-,-,-,-,-,-,1F...mr~r~..•,.~-,.". ":
Reconditioned bikes and .,: • . ,  
repairs. Reasonable rates. 2 stores total of 2800 ft. Can I I I l~ l~ l t i l l l l  =' f inbt inn l  " " 
1931 Queensway Dr. be separated to 1400 It. aI'eas I """ " "  . . v . ,  • "~"""$  J ~ . I ,~  :'" ,# _ . ~  
inchoice location on Lazelle ~!~ii!:J[Is~Js,m A ~ ~ CONTROLtED BURNING. A MARSH MANAGEMENT 
GEMINI EXCAVATING Shopping Centre, Terrace, [i!ii:.jr~ j~ j~ l l _~q l i : : i i l l  TOOL - Controlled burning of marsh vegetation 
LTD. B.C. 635-3576 or 255-1939 [:!¢?1 ~=f '=- -n~j  can be beneficial to wildlife. Dead marsh vegetation 
(WesAndrews) Vancouver. Available Sept. [TIPS TO HELP YouI builds up and inhibits new plant growm. Burni=.g 
Backhoe Work l, 1978. (cif releases nutrients and allows sunlight to penetrate 
WAREHOUSE and retail 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
space available on new 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. bypass. Yomo Management, 
Electrical and Refrigeration phone 638-1166, (etfn-15D) 
contract. 
FORLEASE 
House wiring. 
635.5876 
(ctf) 
RUPERTSTEEL 
& SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, glass, 
metals and batteries. 
Location -- Seal Cove information eontact Prudes 
Open till 5 p.m. Men. to Sat. & Currie (1976) Ltd. 635-6142 
Phone 624.5639 or write 4648 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. (ctf-w) 
SPORTSMEN'S 
Barber Shop For Rent: The former Jon & 
Now Open Fridays til eight. Jan suite. 1000 sq. ft. 4623 
Across from Peat Office, Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-2552. 
3223 Emerson (ctfn-D7) 
(a-06) 
CARETAKER for isolated 
ranch. Call 628.9948 for in- 
formation. (sff) 
Working foreman with good 
knowledge in cedar wanted 
Immediately for Fraser 
Valley Sawmill. Approx. 40 
miles from Vancouver. 
Experienced In handling 
crew. Phone 462,9114. (clO- 
5Ja) 
Retail and-or Warehouse 
space centrally located at 
street level in Terrace. In 
total 4641 sq. ft. Formerly 
all used as equipment sales and 
repair shop. For complete 
LOTS FOR SALE 
Large lots on Soucie and 
Munroe. Phone 964-4424. 
(effn-27N) 
MOBILE  HOME!  
New mobi le  home,, 
f rom as low as 
$100.00 down.  O.A.C. 
Set up and  
de l ivered ,  t rades  
we lcome.  
Phone co l lect  
591-5105 
Pre.school teachers needed 
for the Child Minding Centre. 
Leave resumes at 4542 Park 
Ave. (c3.27,28,29D) 
(ct f )  
The Terrace Public Library 
requires a student to work 
part time 6 to 10 hours per 
week after school. Call 638- 
8177 for an Interview. (c3. 
29D) 
Girl Gu:de cookies for sale. 1973 Ski.doe Elan 294 -- good 
Will deliver. 635.3553. 635- running order, newskls. $500 
3280. 635-3294. (ne-ffn) OBO. Phone 635.7942 or 635. 
3975. (c5-3J) 
For Sale: Triple axles from 
mobile home, with wheels. 
Phone 635-5078 evenings. 
(p3-27D) 
Hay for Sale. Phone 635-7878. 
(eS-29D) 
Coo l ing  Heat  Costs  
An ingenious new way to 
save on electricity is with a 
new energy-saving thermostat 
that automatically owers the 
heat when lights go out, or 
the sun goes down. 
Herald olassilied, 
get results! 
to the soil, encouraging new plar~t growth. Slow 
burns in dry peat may create holes which eventually 
fi l l  with water. These potholes inc:e:,se the diversity 
of the marsh. Fast burns remove ~Jeacl plant litter 
without harming the plants th¢,~selves. These 
techniques increase diversity within marshes which 
benefits wildlife. 
PUBLIO NOTIOE 
The Long Term Care Off ice and the  A id  to 
Hand icapped Off ice of the Skeena Hea l th  
Unit  at  no. 205 - 4721 Laze l le  Ave. ,  Ter race ,  
w i l l  be closed on December  27, 28, 29, 1978. 
New Li/Tronic Thermostat  
for zonal electrically heated 
homes automatically reduces 
temperature  settings 10 ° . 
According to a Drexel Uni- 
versity study for both five 
and seven room homes, sav- 
ings on the heating portion of 
the electric bill can range 
from 15% to 37% depending 
on climatic conditions. The 
colder the weather, the 
greater the dollar savings. 
Since the heating portion of; 
the electric bill i~ usually' the 
largest, such savings would 
allow moat homeowners to 
pay for the new thermostats 
during the first year of 
operation. 
Called Li/Tronic, and made 
by Federal Pacific Electric 
Company, this heat regulator 
automatically, turns itself 
back 10 degrees as soon as 
you turn off the lights in a 
room, or the sun sets. 
With help like this, you 
never need fear that forget- 
ting to cut back the heat will 
cut into your budget. 
SCIENCE TESTS SHROUD' 
GATLINBURG, Tenn. 
(CP) - -  A few small threads, 
no bigger than those meet 
people pick off of their 
sleeves, may soon provide an 
answer to the authenticity of 
the Shroud of Turin, a eel- 
enlist said here recently. 
Within the year scientists 
will examine sample threads 
MOBILE HOME 
IMMEDIATE DEL IVERY 
TO YOUR LOCATION 
are now available in our lovely 14 wide 
and doublewide mobile homes. You choose 
your decor, and we custom build to suit. 
Government grant of $2500 applicable. 
Expense paid fare Vancouver .  return. For 
free credit check and approval please phone 
collect. 
Parker Homes of Canada Ltd. 
(fin) 936-6447 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
I= sheet, o.ly- 5.25 
THE DAILY HERALD 
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THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMM DALLY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired oL  
Contact the "Reeyeler of Unwants," the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 
READ FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
CALL 636-6357 
Terrace/Kit imat 
DALLY HERALD 
The Herald, Wednesday, December ?7, 1978, Page I1 
Wants a sign loyalty 
VICTORIA (CP) - -  Lt.- 
Guy. Henry Bell.Irving has 
called on British Columbians 
to reaffirm their loyalty to 
Canada by signing a petition 
asking the province of 
Quebec to remain in Con- 
federation. 
"We can all be grateful for 
the opportunity olive in and 
be part of B.C. and as we ap- 
proach the end of another 
year let us reaffirm our 
loyalty to Canada', obr 
country," he said in his 
Christmas message. 
Akked tI advocating 
support of the petition could 
be considered a political 
move, Bell-lrving said 
Tuesday that while in. his 
role as lieutenant-governor 
he is denied the right to be 
political, he does not believe 
that every matter that is of 
concern to Canadians is 
political. 
"But I also take the view 
that a political matter is 
something that is before the 
government, hat is being 
considered by the govern- 
ment, that is a matter that is 
porl;aps ubject to support 
by one party and opposition 
to another. 
"I represent the Queen and 
I think the Queen is perfectly 
justified in saying she would 
rather like to see Canada re. 
tained as it is and I would 
echo those thoughts." 
The petition is being circu- 
lated by the Committee for 
Canadian Unity through 
chambers of commerce, 
Canadian legion branches, 
cities, towns and mu- 
nicipalities. 
"The committee asked me 
as lieutenant-governor if I
would support it and do what 
I could to publicize it and I 
said without question, yes, I 
certainly would," Bell. 
Irving said. 
"The lieutenant.governor 
of Saskatchewan is to .my 
knowledge doing the same 
thing very strongly. I 
haven't been in touch with 
Alberta but it's a national 
thing." 
BUSINESS DIRECTORY 
TERRACE I)06 6ROOMINg 
ProfessionaiDog Grooming 
Individual Styling--All Breeds 
"NO TRANQUILIZERS USED" 
REASONABLE PRIOES~ 
YOU'VE  TR IED THE REST- -NOW TRY THE BEST  
JUNE KOZLOWSKI 4906 6AIR 
Appointments Only -- Thank You 638-1720 
- -20 Years Exper ience-  
KITCH| 'N  CAL I lNET~ • VANIT IES  • INSTAL l  &Tt ( )N  
• ** ,qOt IL t )LD ~OI INTERTOPS • 
K: ooo 
.RAG .E~s~ ~ ' ,~~l  ~HEN- -  
n 'q~ )69  • ~TH AVENUE.  ~'~ 
PR INCE GEORGE,  n C V2 ,L  3n5  (NORTHERN) LTD. 
BUS 564.14B6 
Rr.5 5e2..'~u~ ~ FREE ESTIMATES 
I 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
~ e  MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warrenty Depot for 
Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
• ' MON. • SAT. 8 a.m. - S p.m. 
4623 Lakeise 635-4543 
" t  
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
'638.8195 
ANSWERING, 
PAGING, 
MONITORING OR 
PHOTOCOPY ING 
SERVICES 
24 HOUR SERVICE  
4603-0 Park Avenue, Terrace, B,C. VeG 1V5 
i n  
"BOOK NOOK" 
Buy, Sell & Trade Used Pocket Books 2 for 1 
We have a good selection of Hard Covered Books. 
:~ . , .~ l . ,  , , :  , , , ' , ,r , ' , ' . . : , ,  ,OP enNewL°cation 
. . . . . .  , • . ' .~ , .  ,~:.. , , : ,  wmi,tt~Jt!~-'i#,i 
1O-6 Tue.- Thu.- Sat. 
3211 Kalum 10-9 Friday 
PHONE 635-3092 
BARNEY'S SHOES & REPAIR 
HARNESS AND SHOES REPAIR  
SHOE SALES.  WORK SOOTS AND LOGGER BOOT REPAIRS  
Skate Sharpening 
2907 CLARK ST .  TERRACE.  B .C .  
GLACIER 
4418 Legion Avenuel 
Terrace, B.C. 
A Coral)lore Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
"DINGLE DAN'S TOWING" 
I t ' 
i! . Copper 
IR032 
L .-. Phone 
~ ~  3923 Simpson Cresent 
i i  I 
PETS B AIRIfEL 
MRS.  S. NORMAN Certified 
NAILS Professional 
CLIPPING. STYLING Groomer 
SHAMPOOING PRIVATE ~ 
EARS INDIVIDUAL 
EYES 
FLEA BATHS GROOMING 
TE E TH 635.9251 
ANAL GLANDS 10percent off for Senior Citizens 
ALL BREEDS OF DOGS. ALSO CATS 
i 
rive 
ICBC AUTO 
Insurance 
4617 Greig 635-5232 
. . , , , . . . -  
LUNCHEON SPECIALS 
OPEN 6 A.M. - 9 P.M. Mon.-Thur. 
6 A.M. - 3 A.M. Friday & Sat. 
Sun. I0 A .M.  - 9 P .M.  
Take Out Orders 
4642 Lazelle 635-5332 
t 
Repair- Van Conversion Accessories• R,V. Supplies. VISITORS , , ,~ , , , , , ,~  I ORDE RD. 
Headliners. Tonneao Covers. Auto Carpet. V.W. Seats 
recovered in original color and material, front &.back 
$225. Upholstery Fabrics, Vinyl & leather . Complete 
Corvetter supplies. Antique Auto Restoration 
R,R. 3 Johns Road 
Phone 635.4348 HALLIWE LL 
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
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Dear Abby 
By Abigail Van Buren 
© 1970 by allc~go Tribune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for aecommv~ating Anna 
From Montana whoasked for a rerun of a poem titled 
"Slow Me Down, Lord." 
I've been reading you faithfully in the Capital Times 
in Madison for years and I have never seen that poem 
before. I think it was one of the most inspirational i've 
ever read. 
Who was the author? 
WISCONSINITE 
DEAR WIS: "Slow Me Down, Lord" was written by 
Wilfred A. Peterson, the author of several fine books, 
including the best.selling "The Art of Living." 
Fifteeu years ago a reader sent "Slow Me Down, 
Lord" to me and asked if I could help locate the author. 
(It had been published in a church bulletin labeled 
"author unknown." i ran the poem in my column and 
asked the author to please come forward. Within a 
week ! received 92 letters from readers--all claiming 
authorship: 
DEAR ABBY: ltave you lived your whole life in 
California? 
NOSY IN NASHVIi,I,E 
DEAR NOSY: Not yet. 
DEAR ABBY: When Steve and l were engaged, he 
gave me a beautiful l!~-carat diamond ring. I didn't 
dck it out. His mother did. In fact, she also paid for it. 
We broke off the engagement and I gave the ring 
hack to Steve. A month later the engagement was on 
again, so Steve gave me the same diamond with the 
understanding that if we ever got divorced I would 
have to give back the diamond. 
Well, we have been married for three months now. 
and I feel very uncomfortable wearing this ring. I feel 
as though it doesn't really belong to me--I'm just 
wearing it on a loan. 
What should I do? • • 
SPARKLING BUT UNEASY 
DEAR SPARKLING: Return Mama's ring to Steve. 
And tell him that until HE can buy you a diamond, 
you'll live without one. 
DEAR ABBY: Since almost everyone isinterested in
saving money, may I make a suggestion? 
Folks who go to a lot of trouble and expense sending 
out mimeograpl~ed "Dear Friends" Christmas 
newsletters should consider this: Most people can 
tolerate the usual bragging: "Jack is now Vice 
President of his firm, I was elected Women's Club 
secretory, our daughter has the lead in her class play, 
our son was accepted inLaw School, and we all went to 
the Orient last year." But if the senders can't add one 
handwritten personal line, such as "And how is YOUR 
family?" they should trim their mailing list. And 1 
hope they start with ME[ 
SOMEBODY IN ILLINOIS 
I f  you put off writing letters because you don't know 
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters 
for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 
cents), self addressed envelope to Abhy: 132 Lasky 
Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. 
Crosswo, d 
ACROSS 39 Chinese 55 Miss 11 Russian city 
1 Actor: pagoda Teasdale 17 A weight 
Walter -- 40 Rooms in DOWN. 19 Cozy room 
5 Malay gibbon Roman l Biblical king 22 Jostle 
8 Newspaper houses 2 Philippine 23 Haggard 
section 43 Adieu knife novel 
12 Part of 47 The Bible 3 Within: 24 To study 
GWTW • 49 lJvely comb. form 25 Choose 
13 Uncle dance 4"Commander 26 Make lace 
(dial.) 50 Scottish 5 Lawful 27 Meadow 
14 Arabian ruler Gaelic 6 Chinese port 28 House wing 
15 Canadian 51 land 7 Early auto 29 Girlof song 
prov. measure• 8 Jerusalem 31 Miscellany 
16 Enjoyable 52 Exclamation thorn 34 Attacked 
period 53 Marsh grass 9 l,eave out suddenly 
18 Greeting or 54 Cognizance 10 Occasion 35 Semite 
farewell Average solution time: 24 rain. 36 -- Paulo 
20 Badgerlike 37 Fine cotton 
animal LA L-Ig-L~I I I ~ l ~ ~  fabric 
21 Moray N P. L @~J~_~,~t~I~ 39 Visible sign 
22 Crowd IMIADIR] I !DISIEI~IVlEISI 40 Dyer's vat 
23 Disdain I I I I-ITIEISIPlEJ~I I 1 41 Ripped 
26 Mexican ~ I . J . J~_ J l JN~.~J~ 42" of Sharon 
dishes ~LNIT IS IE ,~ IE IS IO IC IA I  43 Author Vidal 
~AI~IA ID I  I IS IT IOIRITISI  
30 Leap about EII~IEIPlT A S / 44 Bartok or 
31 Swiss river IAISI~EJR T IA I I~  T ELLIS Lugosi 
32 High note [_D_~ I ~ ~  45 Time period 
33 Applicant for IA iL I~[EIT I~SsNIOI~]AI  46 Lohcngrin's 
admission IRIOIDISI~I~IDIEIEIDI bride 
36 Diminutive 12-5 48 "...  the Old 
38 Macaw Answer to yesterday's puzzle. -- Tree" 
I 2 3 
12 
18 
4 1~5 6 7 ~ 8  I 
I I 
I I  
50 51 
28 29 
44 45 46 
CRYPTOQUIP i 2-5 
RYEY RXQDN NHYLK DSK QLXKH0-  
EM S JEXOYM NSJ .FFKL  
Yesterday's Cryptoquip --  PRIM GIRL IN GLASSES 
DISDAINS MALE PASSES. 
Today's Cryptoqulp: H equals N 
The Cryptoquip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
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Horoscope 
FOR WEDNF~DAY, 
DECEMBER 27,1978 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
The spirit is willing, but the 
flesh is weak. Those who have 
partied too vigorously may 
find themselves low on 
energy. Protect health. 
TAURUS U ~  
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
The needs of loved ones may 
take precedent over business 
affairs. Don't get discouraged 
about he bills that come after 
the holidays. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to Jane 20) lit 
You seem to have a 1,000 
reasons why something won't 
work, and this attitude could 
dampen another's en- 
thualasm. Keep your chin up. 
CANCER ®(C;~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Despite a favorable 
financial development, you 
could do a job on either your 
nerves or health. Negative 
thoughts could darken your 
mood. 
LEO 1t P-f~ 
(July 23 to Aug, 22){$~ 
Holiday expenses could be 
at the root of ill feelings now. 
However, don't forego 
. socializing if short on cash. 
Rediscover the meaning of 
giving. 
moo 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
A friend or houseguest gives 
you cause for joy, but you may 
be too tired to be the perfect 
host. Postpone housekeeping. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)"ga'~ ~ 
Let a friend's optimism rub 
off on you now. Something is 
bothering you on the inside. 
Don't dwell on unpleasant 
thoughts. 
scoRPio m,J  
(0ct..23 to Nov. 21) 
A generous or extravagant 
gesture on your part could 
gain you a disapproving word 
from either a family member 
or a friend. 
sA~rrrAmus x~  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Though you're in the mood 
to get things going, there may 
be delays or business 
obligations that interfere with 
personal plans. 
CAPRICORN . l~]d  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Travel plans are subject o 
delay. Though there is much 
to rejoice about, your 
philosophy of life seems tested 
by problems which won't go 
away. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A social occasion may be 
marred by a request for a 
payment of an old debt. 
Today, friends just aren't 
interested in your problems. 
PISCES ~ ,  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Opportunity presents itself 
at work, but cashing in on it 
may upset plans already 
made with a close one. Usual 
allies may be responsive. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
the ability to take adversity in 
stride. Though at times 
subject to depression, you 
never know when you're 
beaten. You have the ability to 
bounce back f rom failure. 
Both artistic and scientific, 
you're better suited for the 
professions than business, 
though you can succeed at 
beth. Teaching, literature, the 
theater, and linguistics 
provide natural outlets for 
your talents. You serve best 
when in a position of 
leadership and are a law unto 
yourself. Banking, law, and 
brokerage are also fields in 
which you can succeed. Birth- 
date of: Marlene Dietrich, 
actress; Louis Pasteur, 
scientist; and Oscar Levant, 
musician. 
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L....~' 
"I'm charging you a dollar for whatever it is you've 
got in your mouth." 
. . . . . . . .  r " i 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN " 
OUT TIME ~ ryou ~;HOULp 
THO~E CIREEPS I~] /HAVE ~;EEN 
BIJ~;TEP ! I :"/_~PIPER-MAN 
I . I I " l .~ /  HANI~LE d 
I' 
By.Stan Lee and John Romita 
A'~AY~; 1 r YOU'RE LUCKY, "~ ANI2Y/ WHAT Y-/] 
IA/IAN ! I WI.-~H :]: • HAPPENE[:7 T'O ]I"] 
CATFISH 
]fNlll~D IF 1" ~AD ~II l l : l i l l  
IIYOUR NEI~YEAR'~) ('~ ~)r 
~LCATR~H .~. ) - - . - - - /Y?  
,_,,"I/// 
, t  
/ 
I 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
TO DRINK THt~eE ~U~ I~INI~, I ;~L l~ ' l iON L.__:.--.~' IIIII 
i .FI 
' 
the WIZARDOF ID By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. 
OI<, ~III~---~,TdA~'3/... dAK~,..~I" ~ l~ILl.~..~erc-~M~ 
IT!,,.F~TAWA~ ~ A ~ T ~ ~  | VA~N~N~MU~I~ N | 
I~I~I~.. AND OUT" J THE~I~DIO,... / 
-r-o £~ (~J~:~. 
By Johnny Hart 
AN{:> d~Ul.., Y'c,d l~U/q 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
~Dr~ z~A,  ] I m, ~M~ ~ 5~- I 
DAI4MIT AZL ! HI, OF Ta/~E~ /4H/aI ~ l I NIIOI~ PlG6S! TH~ KO~.A6ATO~!I A TH/NK NO, Z t,"7.J..~T 
_ /s NOT ov~ ~r, , m~, ~B~c.~ 70 I I ~- - -~  sm_x~ ,w~/-//5 ~ I . . . .  , . . . .  ~vP.~_ m 
' , - ,  . 
